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ABSTRACT
A large number of network applications today allow several users to interact together using
the many-to-many service mode. In many-to-many communication, also referred to as group
communication, a session consists of a group of users (we refer to them as members), where
each member transmits its trac to all other members in the same group. This dissertation
addresses the problem of many-to-many trac grooming in optical WDM mesh networks. In
this problem, a set of many-to-many session requests, each with an arbitrary sub-wavelength
trac demand, are given and the objective is to provision the sessions on the optical WDM
network with the minimum network cost. The cost of an optical WDM network is dominated
by the cost of higher layer electronic ports (we refer to them as transceivers). Therefore, our
objective is to minimize the total number of transceivers used, while also keeping the number
of wavelengths used low, which is an NP-complete problem.
Based on dierent optical WDM node architectures, we propose four dierent WDM net-
works for many-to-many trac grooming. One is the non-splitting opaque network, where the
nodes are opaque and do not support optical splitting. In this network, a lightpath can only
span a single physical link. Another one is the non-splitting transparent network, where the
nodes are transparent but do not support optical splitting. In this network, a lightpath may
span multiple physical links. The last two networks are the splitting hubbed and the splitting
all-optical networks, where the nodes are transparent and support optical splitting. In these
two networks, lightpaths and light-trees that may span multiple physical links are supported.
In the splitting hubbed network, all members in a many-to-many session transmit their trac
to a designated hub node chosen from the set of nodes in the network. Using the technique of
network coding, the hub then linearly combines the trac units received together with its own
xiv
trac units (if it is a member) and sends back to the members a set of linear combinations us-
ing light-tree(s). In the splitting all-optical network, each member in a many-to-many session
transmits its trac directly to all other members in the same session using a light-tree.
In this dissertation, we introduce the following contributions for the static many-to-many
trac grooming problem. First, we obtain the optimal solution for the problem in each of the
proposed WDM networks using Mixed Integer Linear Program (MILP) formulations. Second,
based on observations from the optimal solutions in two of the networks, we restrict the so-
lution space of the corresponding MILPs to obtain near-optimal solutions in a much shorter
time. Third, we introduce heuristic algorithms for the many-to-many trac grooming problem
in each of the four WDM networks. A comprehensive comparison between the four networks
reveals that each of the networks is the most cost-eective choice for a certain range of trac
granularities. Fourth, we derive lower and upper bounds on the number of transceivers needed
and also develop two novel approximation algorithms for one of the networks. For the case
of the dynamic many-to-many trac grooming problem, we introduce online provisioning al-
gorithms for three of the networks with the objective of minimizing blocking probability of
arriving sessions.
1CHAPTER 1. OVERVIEW
1.1 Introduction
In wavelength routing networks, using wavelength division multiplexing (WDM), the band-
width of a ber is divided into multiple disjoint optical channels (wavelengths). Currently, it
is feasible to have hundreds of wavelengths, each operating at 10 to 40 Gbps, per ber, and
very soon 100 Gbps speeds will be commercially available. Bandwidth requirements of user
sessions, however, are usually of sub-wavelength granularities. For example, an MPEG com-
pressed HDTV channel requires less than 20 Mbps of bandwidth. In order to reduce this
huge bandwidth gap, trac grooming was introduced to allow a number of sessions with
sub-wavelength granularities to share the bandwidth of a wavelength channel. In addition to
determining the virtual topology and the routing and wavelength assignment of each of the
wavelength channels, the trac grooming problem deals with the intelligent assignment of
sub-wavelength trac demands onto the existing wavelength channels.
Early internet applications such as TELNET and FTP are characterized as unicast or "one-
to-one". A large portion of network applications today, however, are of the multipoint type.
For example, video distribution and le distribution are examples of multicast or "one-to-
many" applications, while resource discovery and data collection are examples of many-to-one
or "inverse multicasting" applications. Recently, another set of multipoint network applications
has emerged which includes multimedia conferencing, e-science applications, distance learning,
distributed simulations, and collaborative processing (1). In these applications, each of the
participating entities both contributes and receives information to and from the other entities
in the same communication session, and therefore characterized as "many-to-many". In many-
to-many communication, also referred to as group communication (2), a session consists of a
2b,c,d
a
b
a,b,c
d
c
Figure 1.1 A many-to-many session with members fA;B;C;Dg each with
trac denoted as a; b; c and d, respectively.
group of users (we refer to them as members), where each member transmits its trac to all
other members in the same group (see Fig. 1.1).
In order to eectively support many-to-many communication, nodes in a WDM network
must be able to duplicate incoming trac into multiple copies, each going to a dierent output
port. Two main node architectures were proposed in the literature to implement this func-
tionality. In the rst one, nodes can only duplicate an incoming optical signal by applying
optical-electronic-optical (O/E/O) conversion and duplication takes place in the electronic
domain. In the second one, nodes are capable of splitting the incoming optical signal (using
optical splitters) into multiple copies without any O/E/O conversion. Therefore, in this node
architecture, trac duplication can take place in both the electronic and the optical domains.
Note that networks with the rst type of nodes support only lightpaths, while networks with
the second type of nodes support both lightpaths and light-trees (3).
The cost of an optical WDM network is dominated by the cost of higher layer electronic
ports such as IP router ports, MPLS Label Switching Router (LSR) ports, and SONET ADM
ports (we will refer to these ports as transceivers). A transceiver is needed for each initia-
tion or termination of an optical channel. For example, a lightpath requires two transceivers
while a light-tree with N endpoints requires N transceivers. Therefore, most of the studies
on trac grooming focus on minimizing the total number of transceivers used (R). Note that
associated with each electronic port that terminates or originates an optical channel are op-
tical transceivers for transmitting and receiving the optical signal. Therefore, the cost of a
transceiver includes both the cost of the electronic port and the cost of the associated optical
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The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 1.2, we formally dene the
many-to-many trac grooming problem in optical WDM mesh networks. In Section 1.3, we
introduce the WDM node architectures and the proposed WDM networks for many-to-many
trac grooming, while in Section 1.4, we introduce the network model. In Section 1.5, we
introduce the major contributions of this thesis, while in Section 1.6, we show the organization
of the thesis.
1.2 The many-to-many trac grooming problem
The trac grooming problem even with unicast trac and on simple topologies has been
shown to be NP-complete by reduction from the bin packing problem (4). Furthermore, it
was shown that on simple topologies where the routing and wavelength assignment can be
done in polynomial time, the trac grooming problem remains NP-complete (9). Most of
the early work on trac grooming has dealt with unicast trac. Since a large portion of
network applications today are of the multipoint type, many of the recent studies on trac
grooming has focused on multicast and many-to-one trac types. In this work, we address the
problem of many-to-many trac grooming in optical WDM mesh networks, which we dene
as follows. Given an arbitrary optical WDM network topology, number of wavelengths per
ber, grooming factor, and a set of many-to-many session requests each with an arbitrary
sub-wavelength trac demand, determine the following:
1. What optical channels (lightpaths and light-trees) to establish and how to route and
groom each of the sub-wavelength many-to-many trac demands on these optical chan-
nels; This is known as the virtual topology and trac routing (VTTR) problem.
2. How to route and assign a wavelength to each of the optical channels on the optical WDM
network; This is known as the routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) problem.
The objective is usually to minimize the total number of transceivers used (R). As indicated
earlier, the trac grooming problem even with unicast trac and on simple topologies has been
4proven to be NP-Complete (4). Furthermore, each of the two problems above is considered
hard on general topologies. Although solving each problem independently is a more tractable
approach than solving them combined, it will not guarantee an optimal solution. To guarantee
an optimal solution, the two problems must be jointly considered. Although the main objective
is to minimize the total number of transceivers used (R), we are also interested in keeping the
number of wavelengths used (W ) low since it also adds to the overall network cost.
1.3 WDM node architectures and the proposed WDM networks
Designing optical WDM networks is greatly inuenced by the architecture of the optical
node. The following are the optical node architectures that we consider:
1) Opaque Node Architecture: All incoming trac must undergo optical-to-electronic (O/E )
conversion even if the trac is not intended for the node. Transit trac is switched in the
electronic domain and then converted back to the optical domain for the next transmission.
2) Transparent without Optical Splitting Node Architecture: Incoming trac not intended for
the node may be switched in the optical domain without any O/E conversion. If the incoming
trac, however, is intended for multiple recipients or it needs to be groomed with other trac,
then O/E conversion is needed since trac duplication and trac grooming can only take
place in the electronic domain.
3) Transparent with Optical Splitting Node Architecture: This is the same as transparent with-
out optical splitting, except that multiple copies of the incoming trac can be generated in
the optical domain (using optical splitters) without any O/E conversion.
Based on these node architectures, we propose the following four WDM networks for many-
to-many trac grooming.
1. Non-Splitting Opaque WDM (NSOWDM) Network: In this network, all the
nodes are opaque and therefore it supports lightpaths that can only span a single physical
link. A lightpath may groom trac from dierent sessions and trac from dierent members
within the same session. This network is ecient in terms of wavelength utilization, but has a
relatively high transceiver cost. It will be shown that this network is suitable and cost-eective
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fA;B;Cg each with trac denoted as a; b and c, respectively
in a SHWDM network (hub = A).
for trac granularities that are relatively low (e.g., less than one-quarter of the capacity of a
wavelength).
2. Non-Splitting Transparent WDM (NSTWDM) Network: In this network, all
the nodes are transparent without optical splitting and therefore it supports lightpaths that
may span multiple physical links. A lightpath may groom trac from dierent sessions and
trac from dierent members within the same session. Note that the NSOWDM network is
a special case of the NSTWDM network and therefore NSOWDM networks always require
at least the same number of lightpaths as NSTWDM networks. However, due to the wave-
length continuity constraint, NSTWDM networks generally consume more wavelengths than
NSOWDM networks. It will be shown that NSTWDM networks are also suitable and cost-
eective for low trac granularities.
3. Splitting Hubbed WDM (SHWDM) Network: In this network, all the nodes are
transparent with optical splitting and therefore it supports lightpaths and light-trees that may
span multiple physical links. Each many-to-many session (with N members) has a designated
hub node chosen from the set of nodes in the network including the members themselves. All
the N members besides the hub transmit their trac to the hub through direct lightpaths
(upstream trac). Using the new technique of network coding (40), the hub then linearly
combines the trac units received (together with its own trac units if it is a member) to
generate N   1 linearly independent combinations. These combinations must also be linearly
independent from each of the original trac units received from the members. Afterwards,
the N   1 combinations are groomed and delivered back to the members using light-tree(s)
6(downstream trac), see Fig. 1.2. Each of the members will be able to recover the original
trac units transmitted by the other members in the same session by linearly combining its own
trac units with the received combinations (i.e., solving N linearly independent combinations).
For simplicity, we assume that all members in a many-to-many session have the same trac
demand. This assumption is needed to facilitate network coding at the hub node by linearly
combining equally sized data units. We also assume that the linear combinations are performed
using coecients taken from a eld of size two (i.e., addition modulo two or bitwise XOR).
To perform network coding at the hub node, we may need to buer trac units that arrive
early until all the trac units arrive from the members. Using Next Generation SONET,
multiservice provisioning platform (MSPP) equipment allows up to 128ms dierential delay
between dierent trac streams.
Since light-trees are generally less ecient than lightpaths in packing and grooming low
granularity trac, this network has less grooming capabilities than the previous two networks.
It will be shown that this network is suitable and cost-eective for trac granularities that are
around half of the capacity of a wavelength.
The use of network coding in SHWDM networks reduces the downstream trac for each
session (with N members) from N to N   1 data units. This has a direct impact on reducing
the number of required light-trees, and hence the number of transceivers.
4. Splitting All-Optical WDM (SAOWDM) Network: In this network, all the nodes
are transparent with optical splitting. Each member in a many-to-many session transmits it
trac directly to all other members in the same session using a light-tree (see Fig. 1.3).
Note that no trac grooming is performed in this network, and therefore it is suitable and
cost-eective for trac granularities that are close to the full capacity of a wavelength.
A major contribution of this dissertation is a comprehensive study of the many-to-many
trac grooming problem on all the four networks proposed above, and a comprehensive com-
parison which reveals that each of the networks is the most cost-eective choice for a certain
range of trac granularities. The optimal strategies for grooming many-to-many sessions on
each of the four networks can be dierent. We illustrate this using the example shown in Fig.
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Figure 1.3 (Provisioning of a many-to-many session with a set of members
fA;B;Cg each with trac denoted as a; b and c, respectively
in a SAOWDM network.
1.4 which compares NSTWDM networks and SHWDM networks in terms of the number of
transceivers required (R). Nodes A;B;C and D are members of a many-to-many session. Each
of the members needs to transmit one unit of trac denoted as a; b; c and d, respectively, to
the other three members. For the sake of this example, we assume that the capacity of a wave-
length channel (grooming factor) is four units of trac. In the NSTWDM network case, Figure
1.4.(a) illustrates the optimal provisioning of the session which requires four lightpaths (eight
transceivers). In the SHWDM network case, Figure 1.4.(b) illustrates the optimal provisioning
of the session (hub = B) which requires three lightpaths and one light-tree (ten transceivers).
Note that each of the members A;C and D will be able to recover the original trac units
by performing bitwise XOR operations between a + c; a + d and their own trac unit. For
example, node C will perform XOR between a+ c and c to recover a and then perform XOR
between a + d and a to recover d. Note that the hub B did not combine its own trac unit
b with other trac, however it could, for example, combine b with c and send b + c instead
of b. In either case, the solution requires a total of ten transceivers, which costs two more
transceivers than the NSTWDM network case. On the other hand, if a; b; c and d were two
units of trac instead of one, then the optimal provisioning in the NSTWDM network case
is shown in Figure 1.4.(c), which requires eight lightpaths (16 transceivers). However, in the
SHWDM network case (hub = B), the optimal provisioning requires three lightpaths and two
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Figure 1.4 Provisioning of a many-to-many session with a set of members
fA;B;C;Dg each with trac denoted as a; b; c and d, respec-
tively (grooming factor=4) in: (a) a NSTWDM network case
where a; b; c and d are one unit of trac, (b) a SHWDM net-
work case where a; b; c and d are one unit of trac (hub = B),
(c) a NSTWDM network case where a; b; c and d are two units
of trac, (d) a SHWDM network case where a; b; c and d are
two units of trac (hub = B).
light-trees (14 transceivers) as shown in Figure 1.4.(d). This saves two transceivers compared
to the NSTWDM network case.
We can observe from this example that NSTWDM networks are more cost-eective for low
trac granularities, while SHWDM networks are more cost-eective for high trac granulari-
ties. Although the above example only compares NSTWDM and SHWDM networks and only
considers the cost R, we will conduct in this work an extensive cost comparison between the
four networks on both the costs R and W and show when each of the networks is the most
cost-eective choice for many-to-many trac grooming.
1.4 Model
In this section, we introduce the network model that we consider for many-to-many trac
grooming. In this model, we view the network at three dierent layers:
1) The Physical Layer: This layer includes the ber network consisting of optical nodes
and ber links. The number of wavelengths per ber is the same along all bers, and the
capacity of a wavelength (i.e., the grooming factor) is also the same among all wavelengths.
We assume that any two nodes in the network are connected by at most one physical link
(two unidirectional bers in opposite directions). In our problem, we assume that the physical
9optical WDM network is given, including optical ampliers and/or O/E/O regenerators, if
any.
2) The Optical Layer: This layer includes the optical channels (lightpaths and light-trees)
that are established on the ber network. A lightpath in a NSOWDM network can only
traverse a single ber link, while in a NSTWDM network it may traverse multiple ber links.
We assume that intermediate nodes have no wavelength conversion capability. This constrains
a lightpath to use the same wavelength on all the ber links it traverses. A light-tree in a
SHWDM network is always rooted at the hub of a session, which may or may not be one of
the members of that session. The leaves of the light-tree are the members (or the remaining
members if the hub is a member) of that session. Accordingly, a light-tree in a SHWDM
network is associated with a particular session, e.g, when we say "light-tree for session sk"
we mean a light-tree that is rooted at the hub of sk and its leaves are the members (or the
remaining members) of sk. Consider, for example, a many-to-many session s0 with a set of
members ms0 = fA;B;C;D;Eg, and let us assume that hub(s0) = A. A "light-tree for s0"
in a SHWDM network is a light-tree that is rooted at A and its leaves are fB;C;D;Eg. A
light-tree in a SAOWDM network is always rooted at one of the members in a session and
its leaves are the remaining members of that session (see Fig. 1.3). Similar to a lightpath, a
light-tree must use the same wavelength on all the ber links it traverses.
3) The Session Layer: This layer includes the routing and the grooming of the many-to-
many trac demands on the optical channels. Lightpaths and light-trees may groom traf-
c from dierent sessions and trac from dierent members within the same session. In
NSOWDM and NSTWDM networks, the trac originating from a member may traverse mul-
tiple lightpaths to reach any other member in the same session. In SAOWDM networks, each
member in a many-to-many session transmits it trac directly to all other members in the same
session using a light-tree (no grooming is performed). To provision and groom many-to-many
sessions in SHWDM networks, we must determine the following:
 hub selection: selecting the hub node for each session from the set of nodes in the network.
 members-to-hub journey: determining how to route the trac from each of the members
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to the hub. The trac originating from a member may traverse multiple lightpaths to
reach the hub.
 hub-to-members journey: determining how to route the linear combinations of the orig-
inal trac units from the hub node back to the members. This trac is either deliv-
ered through light-tree(s) for the corresponding session or through light-tree(s) for other
sessions. For example, consider the 4-node network shown in Fig. 1.4 with three many-
to-many session requests s0, s1 and s2 each with a set of members ms0 = fA;B;C;Dg,
ms1 = fA;B;Cg and ms2 = fA;B;Dg, respectively. Let us assume that hub(s0) =
hub(s1) = hub(s2) = B, then one possible routing of the hub-to-members journey of
the three sessions is to establish a light-tree for s1 (B ! fA;Cg) and a light-tree for s2
(B ! fA;Dg) and to route the hub-to-members journey of s0 on the two established
light-trees (assuming that each of the light-trees has enough capacity to accommodate
session s0 trac units). This example also shows the signicance of the hub selection
since the hub-to-members journey of a session cannot be routed on a light-tree for another
session unless the two sessions share the same hub node.
1.5 Research Contributions
The objective of this work is to study the many-to-many trac grooming problem in four
dierent optical WDM network architectures. The many-to-many trac grooming problem is
a new research problem that has not been addressed before. First, we formulate the problem in
each of the WDM networks as a Mixed Integer Linear Program (MILP). Then, based on obser-
vations from the optimal solution in NSTWDM and SHWDM networks, we restrict the solution
space of the corresponding MILPs to obtain near-optimal solutions in a much shorter time.
Afterwards, for NSOWDM and NSTWDM networks, we introduce lightpath cycles (a formal
denition will be given later) as the optimal virtual topology for single and multiple many-
to-many sessions in special cases. Based on lightpath cycles, ecient near-optimal heuristic
algorithms are developed for the general case of the many-to-many trac grooming problem.
For the SHWDM network, we develop an ecient heuristic algorithm that combines optical
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splitting and network coding to provision many-to-many sessions. A comprehensive compari-
son between the four networks reveals that each of the networks is the most cost-eective choice
for a certain range of trac granularities. For example, the comparison reveals that NSOWDM
and NSTWDM networks are the most cost-eective for low trac granularities, SAOWDM
networks are the most cost-eective for high trac granularities, and SHWDM networks are
the most cost-eective for trac granularities that lie in the middle. Another contribution of
this work is the derivation of lower and upper bounds on the number of transceivers needed
and the development of two novel approximation algorithms in the NSTWDM network case. A
nal contribution of this dissertation is the development of online provisioning algorithms for
the dynamic many-to-many trac grooming problem in NSTWDM, SHWDM, and SAOWDM
networks.
1.6 Thesis Organization
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we review and discuss work
in the literature that is related to static and dynamic trac grooming in optical WDM net-
works. In Chapter 3, we consider the optimal design of each of the four WDM networks for
many-to-many trac grooming by formulating Mixed Integer Linear Programs (MILPs). In
Chapter 4, we introduce heuristic solutions for the many-to-many trac grooming in each of
the four WDM networks. We rst restrict the solution space of the MILPs for NSTWDM and
SHWDM networks to obtain near-optimal solutions in a much shorter time and then intro-
duce ecient near-optimal heuristic algorithms for the four WDM networks. In Chapter 5, we
derive lower and upper bounds on the number of transceivers required and then develop two
novel approximation algorithms in the NSTWDM network case. In Chapter 6, we address the
dynamic many-to-many trac grooming problem in optical WDM mesh networks, where we
introduce online provisioning algorithms in NSTWDM, SHWDM, and SAOWDM networks.
Finally, in Chapter 7, we conclude the thesis and outline a few directions for our future work.
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW
In this chapter, we review and discuss the literature on trac grooming in optical WDM
networks. The work on trac grooming can be classied in a number of ways. First, it may be
classied based on the type of trac; whether it is unicast, multicast, many-to-one, or many-
to-many trac. It can also be classied based on whether the trac is given in advance (i.e.,
static trac grooming) or it is not given in advance and it arrives dynamically (i.e., dynamic
trac grooming). Another classication is based on the topology of the optical WDM network,
i.e., whether it is a unidirectional ring, bidirectional ring, or a general mesh topology. In this
chapter, we classify the trac grooming literature based on the trac type studied; namely
unicast trac grooming, multicast trac grooming, many-to-one trac grooming, and many-
to-many trac grooming. Moreover, in each of these classications, we further classify the
work based on whether the trac is static or dynamic and based on the topology of the
optical WDM network. Table 2.1 summarizes the studies related to trac grooming based
this classication. In the following sections, we review each of the studies listed in Table 2.1.
2.1 Unicast Trac Grooming
Trac grooming has been extensively studied for unicast trac (4)-(19). Some of the
studies were restricted to ring topologies (4)-(8), while others were for general mesh topologies
(9)-(19). In (5), the authors addressed the trac grooming problem on a number of WDM
ring architectures with the objective of minimizing the overall network cost. They conducted
a comprehensive comparison between the WDM ring architectures based on a number of cost
metrics including the number of wavelengths, transceivers cost, and the maximum number of
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Table 2.1 Classication of work related to trac grooming
Trac Type Static Dynamic Ring Mesh
Unicast (4)-(15) (16)-(19) (4)-(8) (9)-(19)
Multicast (20)-(24), (30)-(31) (26)-(30) (20)-(21) (22)-(31)
Many-to-one (25) - - (25)
Many-to-Many (32)-(38) (39) (32)-(33) (35)-(38)
hops. In (6), the authors proposed optimal and near-optimal algorithms for trac grooming in
SONET WDM rings with the objective of minimizing the number of wavelengths and SONET
ADMs. Their work covered both unidirectional and bidirectional WDM rings with both uni-
form and nonuniform trac. They showed that the performance of the proposed algorithms
either matches or is very close to a lower bound they derived in the paper. In (7), the authors
studied the grooming of arbitrary trac in WDM bidirectional line-switched rings (BLSRs)
with the objective of minimizing the cost of add-drop multiplexers (ADMs). They considered
four versions of the problem based on whether routing of trac streams is predetermined and
based on whether trac bifurcation is allowed at intermediate nodes. They derived general
lower bounds and developed a number of approximation algorithms. In (8), the authors ad-
dressed the grooming of low-speed trac into high-speed lightpaths on a number of SONET
optical ring architectures, including UPSR and BLSR rings. They also considered the use of
back-to-back connections between SONET ADMs to reduce the overall cost, and the use of
dierent ring speeds (OC-48 and OC-12). Assuming a uniform trac model, they derived
lower and upper bounds on the number of ADMs needed.
In (13), the authors addressed the trac grooming problem in an optical WDM mesh net-
work. They rst introduced a mathematical ILP formulation to obtain the optimal solution
and then developed a number of heuristic algorithms that maximize single-hop trac and
resource utilization. In (10), the authors provided a decomposition method that divides the
trac grooming problem into two smaller problems and then solved each problem indepen-
dently. The rst problem is the trac grooming and routing problem where they introduced
an ILP formulation and then relaxed the integer constraints to obtain approximate solutions.
The second problem is the wavelength assignment problem where they proposed an algorithm
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that nds a feasible wavelength assignment under certain conditions. In (9), the authors ad-
dressed the trac grooming problem in optical WDM path, star and tree networks. They
introduced several results on the complexity of the trac grooming problem in each of the net-
work topologies. They also derived lower and upper bounds and developed practical grooming
algorithms and heuristics. In (12), the authors showed that the trac grooming problem is
APX-hard, which means that the optimum cannot be approximated arbitrarily closely. They
also proposed approximation algorithms for minimizing the total equipment cost and for min-
imizing the lightpath count. In (15), the authors provided a hierarchical framework for trac
grooming in an optical WDM mesh network. At the rst level of the hierarchy, they divided
the network into clusters each with a designated node as the hub for grooming intra-cluster
trac. At the second level, the hubs form another cluster to groom inter-cluster trac. For
an account of recent advances in unicast trac grooming, the reader is referred to (14), (11).
All of the references (4)-(15) have dealt with the static trac grooming problem where traf-
c demands are known in advance. In (16)-(19), the dynamic trac grooming problem where
sessions arrive and leave the network dynamically was considered. In (16), the authors pro-
posed a framework (called MICRON) for dynamic sub-wavelength connection establishment in
optical WDM networks with heterogeneous switching architectures. The MCIRON framework
may be easily implemented with simple trac engineering extensions to the already existing
routing protocols in wide-area networks. In (17), the authors developed an analytical model to
compute blocking probabilities in WDM mesh networks with dynamic trac grooming. Their
model allows heterogeneous data rates for sub-wavelength connections, arbitrary alternate
routing in both logical and physical topologies, and arbitrary wavelength conversion. In (18),
the authors proposed an auxiliary graph model for trac grooming in heterogeneous WDM
mesh networks. Their model can achieve various objectives using dierent grooming policies,
while taking into account various constraints such as transceivers, wavelengths, wavelength-
conversion capabilities, and grooming capabilities. They also developed an integrated trac
grooming algorithm that jointly solves the trac grooming subproblems. In (19), the authors
introduced a methodology for dynamic routing of fractional-wavelength trac demands in
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optical WDM grooming networks. They evaluated the performance of a number of routing
algorithms including shortest-widest path, widest-shortest path, and available shortest path
routing algorithms.
2.2 Multicast Trac Grooming
Trac grooming has also been considered for multicast trac (20)-(31). Some of the stud-
ies were restricted to ring topologies (20)-(21), while others were for general mesh topologies
(22)-(31). In (20), the authors addressed the multicast trac grooming problem in metropoli-
tan optical WDM ring networks with the objective of minimizing electronic copying. They
presented an ILP formulation to obtain the optimal solution and then developed a heuristic
approach that consists of three phases: routing, circle construction, and grouping of circles. In
(21), the authors studied the problem of grooming non-uniform multicast trac in unidirec-
tional SONET WDM rings with the objective of minimizing the number of wavelengths and
SONET ADMs. They introduced a graph based heuristic and compared it to the multicast
extension of the best known unicast trac grooming heuristic in (6). They observed that their
proposed heuristic requires fewer ADMs than the multicast extension of the unicast heuristic
given in (6). The authors also derived a lower bound and compared it against some upper
bounds to study the maximum penalty of not employing intelligent wavelength assignment
and/or trac grooming.
In (22), the authors addressed the static multicast trac grooming problem in optical
WDM mesh networks. Besides the general multicast scenario, they have also considered other
interesting scenarios such as multicast with partial destination set reachability and multicast
with trac thinning. They provided MILP formulations to obtain the optimal solution and
developed heuristic solutions. In (23), the authors considered the multicast trac grooming
problem in WDM mesh networks with sparse nodal light splitting capability with the objective
of reducing the number of wavelengths used. In (24), the authors introduced a non-linear
programming formulation as an analytical model for the multicast trac grooming problem
in a WDM mesh network with nodal light splitting capability. They also introduced three
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heuristic algorithms: K-shortest path trees heuristic, grooming with rerouting the sessions
heuristic, and grooming by computing overlapped trees heuristic.
All of the references (20)-(24) have dealt with the static multicast trac grooming problem
where trac demands are given in advance. In (26), the authors considered online provisioning
algorithms for dynamic multicast trac grooming with the objective of maximizing resource
utilization and minimizing blocking probability. The network model that they considered
assumed a translucent node architecture. In (27)-(28), the authors considered the dynamic
multicast trac grooming problem in optical WDM mesh networks with the assumption that
multicast sessions are provisioned using light-trees. They proposed four grooming approaches
to accommodate arriving sessions: sequential single-hop provisioning, sequential multihop pro-
visioning, hybrid provisioning and non-restricted sequential multihop provisioning. In the
sequential approaches, existing light-trees and lightpaths were used to accommodate new ses-
sions, and in the hybrid approach new light-trees and light-paths are created in addition to
using the existing virtual topology. In (29), the authors addressed the online multicast trac
grooming problem in wavelength-routed WDM mesh networks with sparse grooming capabili-
ties. They developed a multicast dynamic light-tree grooming algorithm (MDTGA) that can
support multihop trac grooming by taking advantage of light-trees. In their algorithm, a
light-tree can be dropped, branched, and extended when a route is to be established for a
new request; a light-tree can also be contracted when some branches carry no eective trac
after requests depart from the network. For an account of recent advances in static and dy-
namic multicast trac grooming in optical WDM networks, the reader is referred to (30), (31)
Chapter 14.
2.3 Many-to-one Trac Grooming
In (25), the authors addressed the problem of many-to-one trac grooming with trac
aggregation in optical WDM mesh networks with the objective of minimizing the number of
wavelengths and SONET ADMs. They assumed that trac streams from dierent sources but
part of the same session and thus terminating at the same destination can be aggregated using
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arbitrary but application dependent aggregation ratios. They obtained the optimal solution
for the problem by formulating a mixed integer linear program (MILP) to an otherwise non-
linear problem by exploiting the specics of routing and aggregation sub-problems. They also
introduced a dynamic programming style approach that builds the solution progressively as
a heuristic solution. For a summary of recent advances in many-to-one trac grooming, the
reader is referred to (31) Chapter 14.
2.4 Many-to-Many Trac Grooming
The many-to-many trac grooming problem in optical WDM mesh networks is a new
research problem that has not been addressed before. Aside from the work in this thesis and
the resulted publications (35)-(39), only the work in (32)-(33) addressed the many-to-many
trac grooming problem in optical WDM ring networks. The authors used network coding to
provision many-to-many trac with the objective of minimizing the number of LTEs. They
considered two types of unidirectional rings, namely, single-hub and unhubbed rings. They
have shown, through numerical results, that network coding can reduce the network cost by
10-20% in single-hub rings and 1-5% in un-hubbed rings.
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CHAPTER 3. OPTIMAL DESIGN
In this chapter, we consider the optimal design of each of the WDM networks proposed in
Chapter 1 for many-to-many trac grooming. As stated in Chapter 1, the trac grooming
problem involves two smaller problems which must be jointly considered to guarantee an op-
timal solution. The rst one is the virtual topology and trac routing (VTTR) problem, and
the second one is the routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) problem. We formulate the
combined problem in each of the WDM networks as a Mixed Integer Linear Program (MILP).
The input parameters used in the MILPs are shown in Table 3.1.
Regarding notation, we use p and q to refer to any two members in a many-to-many session,
while we use h to refer to the hub of a session. Also, we use i and j to refer to the source and
destination nodes of a lightpath, while we use m and n to refer to the end nodes of a ber link.
Finally, we use w to refer to wavelength number w where 1  w Wmax.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4, we formu-
late Mixed Integer Linear Programs (MILPs) for the many-to-many trac grooming problem
in NSOWDM, NSTWDM, SHWDM, and SAOWDM networks, respectively. In Section 3.5, we
provide an illustrative numerical example from MILP solutions in each of the four networks.
In Section 3.6, we summarize the chapter.
3.1 MILP Formulation for NSOWDM Networks
In NSOWDM networks, lightpaths are the only optical communication channels available
to provision many-to-many sessions. A lightpath can only span a single physical link and it
may groom trac from dierent sessions and trac from dierent members within the same
session. The trac originating from a member may traverse multiple lightpaths to reach any
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Table 3.1 Input parameters
Symbol Denition
G(V;E) undirected graph with a set of nodes V and a set of links E which represents
the physical topology of the WDM network. Each undirected link is composed
of two unidirectional bers in opposite directions.
N number of nodes in the network (N = jV j).
Pmn binary number equals to 1 if there is a ber link from node m to node n;
otherwise it is set to 0 (Pmn = Pnm).
Wmax number of wavelengths per ber, which we set large enough to guarantee a
feasible solution.
g grooming factor (capacity of a wavelength channel in terms of the number of
basic units of trac).
K number of many-to-many sessions.
sk many-to-many session number k (1  k  K).
msk set of members in session sk (msk  V ).
Bskl binary number equals to 1 if l 2 msk ; otherwise it is set to 0.
Nsk number of members in session sk; Nsk = jmsk j.
tsk number of basic units of trac demanded by each member in session sk, where
1  tsk  g.
Q a large integer (Q  K  jV j).
other member in the same session. Therefore, the many-to-many trac grooming problem in
NSOWDM networks is to determine: 1) how many lightpaths to establish on each physical link
in the network, and 2) how to route and groom each of the sub-wavelength many-to-many traf-
c demands on these lightpaths. The objective is to minimize the total number of transceivers
used. Note that there is no need for the RWA problem since a lightpath can only traverse a
single physical link. In this section, we introduce an MILP formulation for the many-to-many
trac grooming problem in NSOWDM networks. The decision variables used in this MILP
(which are only dened when Pij = 1 since it is a NSOWDM network) are shown in Table 3.2.
Objective Function:
Minimize:
X
n
Rn
Subject to:
Number of Transceivers Constraints:
The following constraint ensures that at the source and at the destination of each lightpath
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Table 3.2 Decision variables for NSOWDM networks MILP which are only
dened when Pij = 1
Symbol Denition
Rn number of transceivers at node n.
Lwij number of lightpaths from node i to node j on wavelength w.
Lij number of lightpaths from node i to node j on all wavelengths; Lij =
P
w L
w
ij .
Zsk;p;qij binary number equals to 1 if the trac stream originating from member p 2
msk and destined to member q 2 msk is routed on a lightpath from node i to
node j; otherwise it is set to 0 (p 6= q).
Y sk;pij : binary number equals to 1 if a trac stream originating from member p 2 msk
and destined to at least one other member inmsk is routed on a lightpath from
node i to node j; otherwise it is set to 0.
Xskij real number equals to the amount of trac carried on lightpaths from node i
to node j due to all members in msk .
there is a transceiver present.
Ri 
X
j:j 6=i
(Lij + Lji) 8i (3.1)
Session Level Constraint:
The following is the trac routing constraint between each pair of members in a many-to-
many session. It ensures that the trac originating from a member and destined to any other
member in the same session may traverse multiple lightpaths.
X
i:Pix=1
Zsk;p;qix  
X
j:Pxj=1
Zsk;p;qxj =
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
1; if x = q
 1; if x = p
0; otherwise
8sk; p; q 2 msk ; x 2 V (3.2)
Constraints (3.3) and (3.4) together set the variable Y sk;pij as the logical disjunction of all the
variables Zsk;p;qij for all values of q 2 msk ; q 6= p.
Y sk;pij 
X
q2msk
Zsk;p;qij =Nsk 8sk; p 2 msk ; i; j : Pij = 1 (3.3)
Y sk;pij 
X
q2msk
Zsk;p;qij 8sk; p 2 msk ; i; j : Pij = 1 (3.4)
Y sk;pij will be set to 1 if at least one of the trac streams that originate from member p uses a
lightpath from i to j. Note that when Y sk;pij = 1, then lightpaths from i to j carry the tsk trac
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units that originate from member p. The following constraint determines the total amount of
trac carried on lightpaths from i to j due to all members in session sk.
Xskij = tsk
X
p2msk
Y sk;pij 8sk; i; j : Pij = 1 (3.5)
The following constraints determine the total number of lightpaths needed on each physical
link in the network.
Lij  (
X
sk
Xskij )=g 8i; j : Pij = 1 (3.6)
Lij Wmax 8i; j : Pij = 1 (3.7)
3.2 MILP Formulation for NSTWDM Networks
In a NSTWDM network, a direct lightpath (that may span multiple physical links) can
be established between any two nodes in the network. Therefore, the MILP formulation for
the many-to-many trac grooming problem in a NSTWDM network will be exactly the same
as the MILP formulation introduced earlier for a NSOWDM network except the following
changes. First, all the decision variables Lwij ; Lij ; X
sk
ij ; Z
sk;p;q
ij ; Y
sk;p
ij and the constraints that
contain them are now dened for all values of i; j 2 V (i 6= j) and not just when Pij = 1.
Second, we have the following new decision variable:
F ij;wmn binary number equals to 1 if there is a lightpath from node i to node j that
uses ber link mn on wavelength w; otherwise it is set to 0.
Also, we have the following new set of constraints:
Lightpath Level Constraints:
The following constraint ensures that for each lightpath from node i to node j there is a
corresponding physical path from i to j that uses the same wavelength on all the ber links it
traverses.
X
m:Pmx=1
F ij;wmx  
X
n:Pxn=1
F ij;wxn =
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
Lwij ; if x = j
 Lwij ; if x = i
0; otherwise
8i; j; w; x 2 V (3.8)
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The following constraint ensures that for any wavelength w on any ber link mn no more than
one lightpath can be present.X
i
X
j
F ij;wmn  1 8w;m; n : Pmn = 1 (3.9)
Note that the previous constraint (3.9) guarantees that the total number of lightpaths routed
on any ber link does not exceed Wmax. Finally, constraint (3.7) is removed since the number
of lightpaths between any pair of nodes in a NSTWDM network could exceed Wmax.
3.3 MILP Formulation for SHWDM Networks
In this section, we introduce an MILP formulation for the many-to-many trac grooming
problem in a SHWDM network. First, we introduce the decision variables that are used in this
MILP formulation. The variables Rn; L
w
ij ; Lij ; X
sk
ij and F
ij;w
mn are dened exactly the same
way as in the NSTWDM MILP and the new decision variables are shown in Table 3.3.
Objective Function:
Minimize:
X
n
Rn
Subject to:
Number of Transceivers Constraints:
The following constraint ensures that at the source and at the destination of each lightpath
there is a transceiver present. Also, it ensures that at the root and at the leaves of each
light-tree there is a transceiver present.
Ri 
X
j:j 6=i
(Lij + Lji) +
X
sk
LTskB
sk
i +
X
sk:i=2msk
Aski 8i (3.10)
The rst term counts all the lightpaths originating and terminating at node i. The second
term counts all light-trees for sessions where node i is a member, while the third term counts
all light-trees for sessions where node i is a hub but not a member. The nonlinear term Aski
can be computed using the following set of linear constraints (together with the minimization
in the objective function).
Aski  QIski  Q+ LTsk 8sk; i (3.11)
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Table 3.3 Decision variables for SHWDM networks MILP
Symbol Denition
Iskh binary number equals to 1 if node h is the hub node for session sk; otherwise
it is set to 0.
Esk;hsl binary number equals to 1 if sessions sk and sl share node h as their hub node;
otherwise it is set to 0.
Esksl binary number equals to 1 if sessions sk and sl share the same hub node;
otherwise it is set to 0.
Dsk;pij binary number equals to 1 if the trac stream originating from member p 2
msk and destined to the hub of session sk is routed on a lightpath from node
i to node j; otherwise it is set to 0.
Rsk;p;wmn binary number equals to 1 if there is a light-tree for session sk with root (hub
of sk) to leaf (member p 2 msk) path that uses ber link mn on wavelength
w; otherwise it is set to 0.
Rsk;wmn binary number equals to 1 if at least one of the root (hub of sk) to leaf (member
in msk) paths of a light-tree for session sk uses ber link mn on wavelength
w; otherwise it is set to 0.
U sksl binary number equals to 1 if session sk is routed on a light-tree for session sl;
otherwise it is set to 0.
T sksl real number equals to the amount of trac carried on light-trees for session sl
due to members in session sk.
LTwsk number of light-trees for session sk on wavelength w.
LTsk number of light-trees for session sk on all wavelengths; LTsk =
P
w LT
w
sk
.
Askh non-negative real number equals to the product of LTsk and I
sk
h .
Aski  LTsk 8sk; i (3.12)
Note that constraint (3.12) (the upper bound for Aski ) is not needed due to the minimization
in the objective function; however, keeping it limits the search space for the MILP.
Lightpath Level Constraint:
This will be exactly the same as the lightpath level constraint (3.8) in the NSTWDM networks
MILP.
Light-tree Level Constraints:
In this set of constraints, we visualize a light-tree for session sk as a set of paths, each originating
from the root of the light-tree (hub of sk) and terminating at one of its leaves (one of the
members of sk). We refer to these paths as root-to-leaf paths. Note that the root of a light-tree
(the hub for the corresponding session) is a decision variable and it is not known in advance.
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The following constraints ensure that for each leaf of a light-tree there should be a root-to-leaf
path originating from the root.X
n:Phn=1
Rsk;p;whn  LTwsk   (1  Iskh )Q 8sk; p 2 msk ; h 6= p; w (3.13)X
n:Phn=1
Rsk;p;whn  LTwsk + (1  Iskh )Q 8sk; p 2 msk ; h 6= p; w (3.14)
Note that when h is the hub node for session sk (I
sk
h = 1), then
P
n:Phn=1
Rsk;p;whn = LT
w
sk
;
otherwise there will be no constraint ( Q Pn:Phn=1Rsk;p;whn  Q).
The following constraints ensure that for each leaf of a light-tree there should be a root-
to-leaf path terminating at the leaf.X
m:Pmp=1
Rsk;p;wmp  LTwsk  QIskp 8sk; p 2 msk ; w (3.15)X
m:Pmp=1
Rsk;p;wmp  LTwsk +QIskp 8sk; p 2 msk ; w (3.16)
Note that when member p is not the hub node for session sk (I
sk
p = 0), then
P
m:Pmp=1
Rsk;p;wmp =
LTwsk ; otherwise there will be no constraint ( Q 
P
m:Pmp=1
Rsk;p;wmp  Q).
The following constraints ensure ow conservation at all intermediate nodes of a root-to-
leaf path. They also guarantee that the same wavelength is used on all the ber links traversed
by the root-to-leaf path.X
m:Pmx=1
Rsk;p;wmx 
X
n:Pxn=1
Rsk;p;wxn 8sk; p 2 msk ; w; x 2 V (x 6= p) (3.17)X
m:Pmx=1
Rsk;p;wmx 
X
n:Pxn=1
Rsk;p;wxn  QIskx 8sk; p 2 msk ; w; x 2 V (x 6= p) (3.18)
Note that when x is the not the hub node for session sk (I
sk
x = 0), then ow conservation is
maintained at x (i.e.,
P
m:Pmx=1
Rsk;p;wmx =
P
n:Pxn=1
Rsk;p;wxn ).
Constraints (3.13)-(3.18) ensure that for each light-tree for a session sk there is a corre-
sponding physical tree from the root (hub of sk) to the leaves (members or remaining members
of sk), that uses the same wavelength all the ber links it traverses.
The following constraints set the variable Rsk;wmn as the logical disjunction of R
sk;p;w
mn variables
for all values of p.
Rsk;wmn 
X
p2msk
Rsk;p;wmn =Q 8sk; w;m; n : Pmn = 1 (3.19)
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Rsk;wmn 
X
p2msk
Rsk;p;wmn 8sk; w;m; n : Pmn = 1 (3.20)
Rsk;wmn is set to 1 if at least one of the R
sk;p;w
mn variables is set to 1 for any leaf p; otherwise it is
set to 0. The following constraint ensures that for any wavelength w on any ber link mn no
more than one lightpath or light-tree can be present.
X
sk
Rsk;wmn +
X
i
X
j
F ij;wmn  1 8w;m; n : Pmn = 1 (3.21)
Note, however, that root-to-leaf paths that belong to the same light-tree can use the same
wavelength on the same ber link.
Hub Node Selection Constraints:
The following constraint ensures that there is exactly one hub node for each session sk chosen
from the set of nodes in the network.
X
h2V
Iskh = 1 8sk (3.22)
The following constraints set the variable Esk;hsl as the logical conjunction of the variables I
sk
h
and Islh .
Esk;hsl  (Iskh + Islh )=2 8sk; sl; h (3.23)
Esk;hsl  Iskh + Islh   1 8sk; sl; h (3.24)
The following constraints set the variable Esksl as the logical disjunction of E
sk;h
sl variables for
all values of h.
Esksl 
X
h
Esk;hsl =Q 8sk; sl (3.25)
Esksl 
X
h
Esk;hsl 8sk; sl (3.26)
Members-to-Hub Journey Constraints:
In this set of constraints, we visualize the members-to-hub journey of a session as a set of
streams, each originating from a member and terminating at the hub. Each of these streams,
which we refer to as member-to-hub streams, may traverse multiple lightpaths from the member
to the hub. It is to be noted that the destination of a member-to-hub stream is a decision
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variable and it is not known in advance. The following constraint ensures that for each member-
to-hub stream, there is a lightpath originating from the member unless it is the hub.X
i:i6=p
Dsk;ppi = 1  Iskp 8sk; p 2 msk (3.27)
The following constraint ensures that for each member-to-hub stream, there is a lightpath
terminating at the hub. X
i:i6=h
Dsk;pih  Iskh 8sk; p 2 msk ; h 6= p (3.28)
The following constraint ensures the continuity of a member-to-hub stream on multiple light-
paths. X
i:i6=x
Dsk;pix =
X
j:j 6=(x;p)
Dsk;pxj + I
sk
x 8sk; p 2 msk ; x 2 V (x 6= p) (3.29)
The following constraint determines the total amount of trac carried on lightpaths from node
i to node j due to all members in session sk.
Xskij = tsk
X
p2msk
Dsk;pij 8sk; i; j (3.30)
The following constraint determines the total number of lightpaths needed between each pair
of nodes in the network.
Lij  (
X
sk
Xskij )=g 8i; j (3.31)
Hub-to-Members Journey Constraints:
In this set of constraints, we determine which light-trees are used in the hub-to-members
journey of a session. The following constraint ensures that the hub-to-members journey of a
session cannot be routed on a light-tree for another session unless the two sessions share the
same hub node.
U sksl  Esksl 8sk; sl (3.32)
The following constraint ensures that each member in a session is reached by at least one of
the light-trees used in the hub-to-members journey of that session.X
sl:p2msl
U sksl  1 8sk; p 2 msk (3.33)
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The following constraint determines the total amount of trac carried on light-trees for session
sl due to members in session sk.
T sksl = U
sk
sl
 (Nsk   1) tsk 8sk; sl (3.34)
The (Nsk   1)tsk trac units represent the total amount of trac after linearly combining the
trac units transmitted by members of session sk at the hub node of session sl. The following
constraint determines the total number of light-trees needed for session sk.
LTsk  (
X
sl
T slsk)=g 8sk (3.35)
3.4 MILP Formulation for SAOWDM Networks
In a SAOWDM network, each member in a many-to-many session transmits it trac di-
rectly to all other members in the same session using a light-tree, see Fig. 1.3 in Chapter
1. Each session sk requires Nsk light-trees while each light-tree requires Nsk transceivers.
Therefore, the total number of transceivers needed is:
R =
X
sk
N2sk
Note that the virtual topology is easily derived and no mathematical formulation is needed to
derive it as in the previous networks. However, given the number of wavelengths per berWmax,
nding a feasible routing and wavelength assignment for these light-trees is an NP-complete
problem. This a well studied problem in the literature and many mathematical formulations
already exist. Therefore, in this report, we do not include a mathematical formulation for the
problem, however, interested readers are referred to (41) for a complete MILP formulation.
3.5 Illustrative Numerical Example
In this section, we provide a detailed numerical example for the many-to-many trac
grooming problem in each of the four WDM networks. The example is conducted on the
Abilene Research Network (42) (shown in Fig. 3.1) consisting of 10 nodes and 13 links (26
unidirectional bers). The number of wavelengths per ber, Wmax, is set to six while the
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Figure 3.1 Abilene Research Network
Table 3.4 Sample trac used in the example
Session Members Trac Demand
s1 f0,8g 3
s2 f0,3,8g 16
s3 f0,4,7,8,9g 8
s4 f0,1,2g 13
s5 f1,8g 11
s6 f1,4g 5
grooming factor, g, is set to 16. A sample trac consisting of six many-to-many sessions each
with an arbitrary sub-wavelength trac demand is shown in Table 3.4. Optimal solution for
the many-to-many trac grooming problem in each of the WDM networks is obtained by
solving the corresponding MILP using the CPLEX solver (45).
Table 3.5 illustrates the many-to-many sessions provisioning in the NSOWDM network case.
Totally, 50 lightpaths were established where some node pairs had two lightpaths between them
(0 ! 1; 0 ! 2; 2 ! 0; 1 ! 2; 2 ! 1; 2 ! 4; 3 ! 1; 3 ! 5; 5 ! 4; 6 ! 7; 7 ! 9; 9 ! 8)
and some node pairs had three lightpaths between them (4 ! 6; 6 ! 4; 6 ! 8; 8 ! 6)
and some node pairs had four lightpaths between them (1 ! 0; 4 ! 2), which required a
total of 100 transceivers. The second column of the table shows all the lightpaths traversed
to deliver trac between members in the corresponding session. For example, the trac from
member 0 to member 8 in session s1 traverses lightpaths 0 ! 1; 1 ! 2; 2 ! 4; 4 ! 6
and 6 ! 8, while the trac from member 9 to member 0 in session s3 traverses lightpaths
9 ! 8; 8 ! 6; 6 ! 4; 4 ! 2 and 2 ! 0. Trac streams traversing the same lightpath are
groomed together on that lightpath. For example, the trac streams from members 0 and 4
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in session s3 are groomed together on lightpaths 4 ! 5; 5 ! 7; 7 ! 9 and 9 ! 8, while the
trac streams from members 8 and 4 in sessions s5 and s6, respectively are groomed together
on lightpaths 4! 2 and 2! 1.
Table 3.5 Many-to-Many sessions provisioning in the NSOWDM network
case
Session Lightpaths Traversed
s1 0! 1 , 1! 2 , 2! 4 , 4! 6, 6! 8 , 8! 6 , 6! 4 , 4! 2, 2! 1 , 1! 0
s2 0! 1 , 1! 3 , 3! 5 , 5! 4 , 4! 6, 8! 6, 6! 7, 7! 5, 5! 3 , 3! 1 ,
1! 0
s3 0! 2 , 2! 4 , 4! 5 , 5! 7 , 7! 6 , 7! 9 , 9! 8 , 8! 6 , 6! 4 , 6! 7
, 4! 2 , 2! 0
s4 0! 1 , 1! 2 , 1! 0 , 2! 1 , 0! 2
s5 1! 2 , 2! 1 , 2! 4 , 4! 2 , 4! 6 , 6! 4 , 6! 8 , 8! 6
s6 1! 2 , 2! 4 , 4! 2 , 2! 1
Table 3.6 illustrates the many-to-many sessions provisioning in the NSTWDM network case.
Totally, 26 lightpaths were established where some node pairs had two lightpaths between them
(8! 0 and 2! 1), which required a total of 52 transceivers. The second column of the table
shows all the lightpaths traversed to deliver trac between members in the corresponding
session. For example, the trac from member 0 to member 8 in session s1 traverses lightpaths
0! 2 and 2! 8, while the trac from member 1 to member 8 in session s5 traverses lightpaths
1! 4; 4! 2 and 2! 8. Trac streams traversing the same lightpath are groomed together
on that lightpath. For example, the trac streams from members 0 and 4 in session s3 are
groomed together on lightpath 4 ! 9, while the trac streams from members 0 and 1 in
sessions s1 and s5, respectively are groomed together on lightpath 2! 8.
Table 3.7 illustrates the many-to-many sessions provisioning in the SHWDM network case.
It shows the hub selected, the members-to-hub journey, and the hub-to-members journey for
each session. Totally, nine lightpaths and eight light-trees were established, which required
a total of 45 transceivers. For sessions s2; s3 and s4, two light-trees were established, while
a single light-tree was established for sessions s1 and s6. Note that when there are only two
members in a session and the hub is chosen to be one of them, then the light-tree for that
session is simply a lightpath. For example, the light-tree for session s1 is simply a lightpath
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Table 3.6 Many-to-Many sessions provisioning in the NSTWDM network
case
Session Lightpaths Traversed
s1 0! 2 , 2! 8 , 8! 1 , 1! 0
s2 0! 8 , 8! 3 , 3! 0 , 3! 8 , 8! 0, 0! 3
s3 0! 4 , 0! 7 , 4! 8 , 4! 9 , 7! 0 , 7! 4 , 7! 9 , 8! 0 , 9! 7 , 9! 8
s4 0! 2 , 1! 0 , 1! 2 , 2! 0 , 2! 1
s5 1! 4 , 2! 8 , 4! 2 , 8! 1
s6 1! 4 , 2! 1 , 4! 2
Table 3.7 Many-to-Many sessions provisioning in the SHWDM network
case
Session Hub Node Members-to-Hub Journey Hub-to-Members Journey
s1 8 0! 8 8! f0g
s2 3 0! 3 , 8! 3 3! f0; 8g
s3 8 0! 8 , 4! 8 , 7! 9 , 9! 8 8! f0; 4; 7; 9g
s4 1 0! 1 , 2! 1 1! f0; 2g
s5 8 1! 8 8! f1; 4g
s6 8 1! 8 , 4! 8 8! f1; 4g
8 ! 0. One can easily determine the lightpaths traversed to deliver the trac from any
member to the hub in the members-to-hub journey of a session by following the sequence of
lightpaths between that member and the hub. For example, the trac from member 7 to the
hub 8 in session s3 traverses lightpaths 7 ! 9 and 9 ! 8, while the trac from member 0 to
the hub 1 in session s4 traverses lightpath 0 ! 1. The hub-to-members journey of a session
either traverses light-trees for that session or 1ight-trees for other sessions. For example, the
hub-to-members journey of session s3 traverses the two light-trees for s3, while the hub-to-
members journey of session s5 traverses the light-tree for session s6. Note that the light-tree
for session s6 (8 ! f1; 4g) grooms the linear combinations for both sessions s5 and s6. Note
also that the lightpath 9! 8 grooms the trac from members 7 and 9 in session s3, while the
lightpath 0 ! 8 grooms the two trac streams that originate from member 0 in sessions s1
and s3, respectively.
Finally, Table 3.8 illustrates the many-to-many sessions provisioning in the SAOWDM
network case. The second column of the table shows all the light-trees traversed by the
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Table 3.8 Many-to-Many sessions provisioning in the SAOWDM network
case
Session Light-trees Traversed
s1 0! f8g, 8! f0g
s2 0! f3; 8g, 3! f0; 8g, 8! f0; 3g
s3 0! f4; 7; 8; 9g, 4! f0; 7; 8; 9g, 7! f0; 4; 8; 9g, 8! f0; 4; 7; 9g, 9! f0; 4; 7; 8g
s4 0! f1; 2g, 1! f0; 2g, 2! f0; 1g
s5 1! f8g, 8! f1g
s6 1! f4g, 4! f1g
corresponding session. Totally, 17 light-trees were established, which required a total of 55
transceivers.
In Chapter 4, we will use the MILPs introduced in this chapter to obtain the optimal
solution for a number of experiments, where they will be compared to the solutions obtained
by the proposed heuristics in that chapter.
3.6 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we developed the optimal network design for each of the four WDM net-
works introduced in Chapter 1 for many-to-many trac grooming. In each of the networks,
we formulated a Mixed Integer Linear Programs (MILP). We also provided an illustrative
numerical example from MILP solutions in each of the four WDM networks.
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CHAPTER 4. HEURISTIC SOLUTIONS
Although the MILPs in Chapter 3 guarantee an optimal solution for the many-to-many
trac grooming problem, they all have an exponential time complexity and can only be solved
for relatively small sized instances of the problem. In this chapter, we introduce heuristic
solutions for the many-to-many trac grooming problem in each of the four WDM networks,
which can be used to solve large sized instances of the problem.
Regarding notation, we use exactly the same notations provided in Tables 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3
in Chapter 3, and new symbols used in this chapter are dened when used. The rest of the
chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.1, we introduce lightpath cycles (a formal denition
will be given later) as the optimal virtual topology for a number of special cases in NSOWDM
and NSTWDM networks. In Section 4.2, based on observations from the optimal solution
in each of the NSTWDM and the SHWDM networks, we restrict the solution space of the
corresponding MILPs to obtain near-optimal solutions in a much shorter time. In Section 4.3,
we introduce ecient near-optimal heuristic algorithms for the many-to-many trac grooming
problem in each of the four WDM networks. Finally, in Section 4.4, we summarize the chapter.
4.1 Lightpath Cycles
In this section, we derive the optimal virtual topology that minimizes the total number
of transceivers required to provision many-to-many sessions in a number of special cases in
NSOWDM and NSTWDM networks. First, we dene Hsk to be a lower bound on the number
of incoming optical channels to a member in a session sk in order to receive the trac from
the other Nsk   1 members in the same session, which can be expressed as follows:
Hsk = d(Nsk   1)tsk=ge
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Figure 4.1 PPLC (which is also a MIN-PPLC) for a many-to-many session
sk with a set of membersmsk = fA;B;C;Dg each with one traf-
c unit denoted as a; b; c and d, respectively (g = 3;Hsk = 1).
4.1.1 Lightpath Cycles in NSOWDM Networks
In a NSOWDM network, a lightpath can only span a single physical link and it may groom
trac from dierent sessions and trac from dierent members within the same session.
Denition 1. Given a many-to-many session sk:
1. A point-to-point lightpath-cycle (PPLC) for sk is a (possibly non-simple) cycle of light-
paths that visits each member in msk at least once given that a lightpath can only span a
single physical link.
2. A minimum point-to-point lightpath-cycle (MIN-PPLC) for sk is a PPLC for sk with the
minimum number of lightpaths traversed.
An example of a PPLC (which is also a MIN-PPLC) for a many-to-many session sk with a
set of members msk = fA;B;C;Dg is shown in Fig. 4.1. Note that, depending on the physical
topology, it may not always be possible to nd a simple cycle of lightpaths that visits each
member in msk . Therefore, a PPLC for sk may be a non-simple cycle of lightpaths that visits
a node more than once. A MIN-PPLC for a many-to-many session serves as an optimal virtual
topology in a special case, as indicated by the following theorem:
Theorem 1. An optimal virtual topology that minimizes the total number of transceivers
required to provision a single many-to-many session sk in a NSOWDM network when Hsk = 1
consists of a MIN-PPLC for sk.
Proof. First, we prove that any feasible virtual topology to provision sk must contain a PPLC
for sk. Then, we prove that a PPLC for sk by itself is feasible to provision sk when Hsk = 1.
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Then, it follows that a MIN-PPLC for sk is an optimal virtual topology when Hsk = 1 since it
is a PPLC for sk with the minimum number of lightpaths or transceivers.
Any feasible virtual topology to provision sk must include a path from any member to any
other member in msk . This follows from the denition of the many-to-many trac type where
each member should transmit(receive) to(from) all the other members in the same session.
Therefore, any order of the members in this virtual topology must form a PPLC for sk that
may visit a member multiple times.
To prove that a PPLC for sk is feasible to provision sk when Hsk = 1, we must guarantee
that in a PPLC for sk each member in msk receives the trac from all the other Nsk   1
members in the same session and that the capacity of a lightpath is not exceeded. Now, by
letting each member in msk to transmit its trac in the PPLC until it reaches the member
just before it in the cycle (see Fig. 4.1), we guarantee two things. First, exactly (Nsk   1)tsk
trac units are groomed between each pair of consecutive members in the PPLC and since
Hsk = 1, then a single lightpath is sucient to groom this trac. Second, each member in
msk receives the trac from all the other Nsk   1 members in the same session. Therefore, a
PPLC for sk is a feasible virtual topology.
Note that a MIN-PPLC for sk is the only optimal virtual topology to provision sk when
Hsk = 1 since, as we proved, any feasible virtual topology to provision sk must include a
PPLC for sk and a MIN-PPLC for sk is a PPLC with the minimum number of transceivers.
Unfortunately, nding a MIN-PPLC for a many-to-many session sk is a hard problem, as
indicated by the following theorem:
Theorem 2. Finding a MIN-PPLC for a many-to-many session sk is NP-hard.
Proof. We dene the decision version of the PPLC problem as follows. Given a network
represented by an undirected graph G(V;E), a many-to-many session sk with a set of members
msk  V and an integer c, the problem asks whether or not there is a PPLC for sk in G that
has at most c lightpaths. Now, consider any instance G0(V 0; E0) of the undirected Hamiltonian
cycle problem. We construct an instance of the decision version of the PPLC problem by
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setting G = G0; msk = V
0 and c = jV 0j. If the answer is "yes" to the decision version of the
PPLC problem, then this PPLC must have exactly jV 0j lightpaths since it needs to visit each
member in msk = V
0 at least once. This means that this PPLC must visit each node in V 0
exactly once, and therefore it will be a Hamiltonian cycle (hence, the answer is "yes" to the
Hamiltonian cycle problem). On the other hand, if the answer is "yes" to the Hamiltonian cycle
problem, then this Hamiltonian cycle is a PPLC of size jV 0j, and hence the answer is "yes" to
the decision version of the PPLC problem. This proves that the decision version of the PPLC
problem is NP-complete, and hence the optimization version (MIN-PPLC) is NP-hard.
This proves the hardness of the VTTR problem in a NSOWDM network for the simplest
case of a single many-to-many session and Hsk = 1. In the case where Hsk  2, the optimal
virtual topology for a session sk becomes harder to characterize and in the case of multiple
many-to-many sessions, the problem becomes even harder due to the correlation between the
sessions and the possibility of grooming trac from dierent sessions on the same lightpath.
4.1.2 Lightpath Cycles in NSTWDM Networks
In a NSTWDM network, a direct lightpath (that may span multiple physical links) can
be established between any two nodes in the network. A lightpath may groom trac from
dierent sessions and trac from dierent members within the same session.
Denition 2. A transparent lightpath cycle (TLC) for a many-to-many session sk is a simple
cycle of Nsk lightpaths that visits each member in msk exactly once given that a lightpath may
span multiple physical links.
An example of a TLC for a many-to-many session sk with a set of members msk =
fA;B;C;Dg is shown in Fig. 4.2.(a). Note that there is always Nsk lightpaths in the TLC for
sk regardless of the order of the members and regardless of the underlying physical topology
(A TLC only describes a virtual topology). TLCs for a many-to-many session serve as an
optimal virtual topology, as indicated by the following theorem:
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Figure 4.2 (a): TLC for a many-to-many session sk where
msk = fA;B;C;Dg each with one trac unit denoted as
a; b; c and d, respectively (g = 3;Hsk = 1), (b): TLC for
many-to-many sessions s1 and s2 where ms1 = fA;B;Cg each
with one trac unit denoted as a1; b1; c1 and ms2 = fC;D;Eg
each with one trac unit denoted as c2; d2; e2 (g = 4).
Theorem 3. An optimal virtual topology that minimizes the total number of transceivers
required to provision a single many-to-many session sk in a NSTWDM network consists of
Hsk identically ordered TLCs for sk.
Proof. Any feasible virtual topology to provision sk must at least have a total of NskHsk
lightpaths. This is due to the fact that each member in msk must at least have Hsk lightpaths
incoming to receive its trac. Note that Hsk TLCs for sk have exactly NskHsk lightpaths.
Therefore, if we prove it is a feasible virtual topology then it will also be an optimal one. Now,
by letting each member to transmit its trac in the Hsk identically ordered TLCs until it
reaches the member just before it in the TLCs (see Figure 4.2.(a)), we guarantee two things.
First, exactly (Nsk   1)tsk trac units are groomed between each pair of consecutive members
in the TLCs and therefore Hsk lightpaths are sucient to groom this trac. Second, each
member in msk receives the trac from the other Nsk   1 members in the same session.
Therefore, Hsk identically ordered TLCs is a feasible and an optimal virtual topology.
Hence, for a single many-to-many session sk in a NSTWDM network, the total number of
transceivers required is:
R = 2HskNsk
As we moved from NSOWDM networks to NSTWDM networks (toward more optical), the
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optimal virtual topology for a single many-to-many session has changed from a hard problem
(MIN-PPLC) to an easy problem (TLC). In the case of multiple many-to-many sessions, how-
ever, the problem is still hard due to the correlation between the sessions and the possibility
of grooming trac from dierent sessions on the same lightpath. However, in the following
two special cases, the optimal virtual topology for multiple many-to-many sessions can be
eciently found. The rst special case, which follows directly from Theorem 3, is when the
member sets of the many-to-many sessions are pairwise disjoint. In this case, we have the
following theorem:
Theorem 4. An optimal virtual topology that minimizes the total number of transceivers
required to provision a set of many-to-many sessions s1; s2; ::::; sK when msk \ msl =  for
all 1  k  K and 1  l  K (k 6= l) consists of
l
(Nsm 1)tsm
g
m
identically ordered TLCs for
sm, for all 1  m  K.
Proof. Since the member sets of the sessions are pairwise disjoint, then the argument made in
the proof of Theorem 3 can now be made to each of the sessions independently.
Hence, for this special case of multiple many-to-many sessions, the total number of transceivers
required is:
R = 2
X
sk
HskNsk
The second special case of multiple many-to-many sessions where the optimal virtual topology
can be eciently found is when
PK
i=1 (Nsi 1)tsi
g

= 1, but rst we make the following denition.
Denition 3. A transparent lightpath cycle (TLC) for a set of many-to-many sessions s1; s2; ::::; sK
is a simple cycle of jSKi=1msi j lightpaths that visits each member in the union set SKi=1msi
exactly once given that a lightpath may span multiple physical links.
An example of a TLC for sessions s1 and s2 each with a set of membersms1 = fA;B;Cg and
ms2 = fC;D;Eg, respectively is shown in Fig. 4.2.(b). Note that there is always j
SK
i=1msi j
lightpaths in the TLC for a set of sessions s1; s2; ::::; sK regardless of the order of the members
and regardless of the underlying physical topology (A TLC for a set of sessions only describes
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a virtual topology). A TLC for a set of many-to-many sessions serves as an optimal virtual
topology in a special case, as indicated by the following theorem:
Theorem 5. An optimal virtual topology that minimizes the total number of transceivers
required to provision a set of many-to-many sessions s1; s2; ::::; sK in a NSTWDM network
when d(
KX
i=1
(Nsi   1)tsi)=ge = 1 consists of a TLC for s1; s2; ::::; sK .
Proof. Any feasible virtual topology to provision the set of sessions s1; s2; ::::; sK must at least
have a total of jSKi=1msi j lightpaths. This is due to the fact that each member inSKi=1msi must
at least have one lightpath incoming to receive its trac. Note that a TLC for s1; s2; ::::; sK
has exactly jSKi=1msi j lightpaths. Therefore, if we prove it is a feasible virtual topology then it
will also be an optimal one. Now, by letting each member in
SK
i=1msi to transmit its trac in
the TLC until it reaches the last member interested in receiving this trac (see Figure 4.2.(b)),
we guarantee two things. First, exactly
PK
i=1 (Nsi   1)tsi trac units are groomed between
each pair of consecutive members in the TLC and since d(PKi=1 (Nsi   1)tsi)=ge = 1, then a
single lightpath is sucient to groom this trac. Second, each member in
SK
i=1msi receives
the trac from all the other Nsk   1 members in all sessions sk where this member appears.
Therefore, a TLC for s1; s2; ::::; sK is a feasible and an optimal virtual topology.
Hence, for this special case of multiple many-to-many sessions, the total number of transceivers
required is:
R = 2j
K[
i=1
msi j
The above theorem is quite useful when trac demands of user sessions are much less than
the capacity of an optical channel. The general case of the many-to-many trac grooming
problem remains a hard problem due to the correlation between the sessions and the possibility
of grooming trac from dierent sessions on the same lightpath.
In Section 4.3, lightpath cycles (point-to-point and transparent) will be used as the bases
for designing ecient near-optimal heuristic algorithms for the many-to-many trac grooming
problem in NSOWDM and NSTWDM networks.
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4.2 Restricting MILPs
In this section, we develop heuristic solutions for the many-to-many trac grooming prob-
lem in NSTWDM and SHWDM networks by restricting the solution space of the corresponding
MILPs introduced in Chapter 3. These MILP restrictions are based on observations made from
the optimal solution. Although the restricted MILPs still have an exponential time complexity
and they result in a sub-optimal solution, they will reduce the running time signicantly while
not sacricing the quality of the solution that much, as we shall see.
4.2.1 Restricting the NSTWDM networks MILP
After careful examination of the MILP results for small and medium sized instances of the
problem, we have made an observation on how many-to-many sessions tend to be provisioned
in NSTWDM networks.
Observation 1. Many-to-many sessions in NSTWDM networks tend to be provisioned through
TLCs, where each session sk is provisioned through Hsk identically ordered TLCs for sk.
Since a lightpath may groom trac from dierent sessions and not just trac from dierent
members within the same session, TLCs of dierent sessions may share lightpaths. This
introduces a correlation between TLCs where the order of the members becomes signicant and
must be taken into account. Fig. 4.3.(a) claries this point by illustrating the provisioning
of two many-to-many sessions s1 and s2 each with a set of members ms1 = fA;B;Cg and
ms2 = fB;C;Dg, respectively through TLCs. Note that the TLC for session s1 (A B C A)
and the TLC for session s2 (B C D B) share the lightpath B ! C. Precisely, the lightpath
B ! C grooms the two trac units b1; a belonging to session s1 and the two trac units b2; d
belonging to session s2. Note that the order of the members in the TLCs is signicant. For
example, if order of the members in the TLC for s2 is B D C B instead of B C D B,
then the two TLCs for s1 and s2 will not share a lightpath and we would require six lightpaths
instead of ve (see Fig. 4.3.(b)).
The above observation is the basis for designing our heuristic for the many-to-many trac
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Figure 4.3 (a): Provisioning of sessions s1 and s2, where ms1 = fA;B;Cg
each with one trac unit denoted as a; b1; c1, and
ms2 = fB;C;Dg each with one trac unit denoted as b2; c2; d
(g = 4). The order of the members in the TLCs for s1 and s2 is
A B  C  A and B  C  D B, respectively. (b): same as
part (a) except that the order of the members in the TLCs for
s1 and s2 is A B   C  A and B  D   C  B, respectively.
grooming problem in NSTWDM networks. In the heuristic, we assume that every many-to-
many session sk is provisioned through Hsk identically ordered TLCs for sk. Although this
assumption may not result in an optimal solution, assuming it always holds, as we shall see,
will lead to near optimal solutions. Based on this assumption, we just need to determine the
order of the members in the sessions' TLCs and then route the trac on the TLCs as described
before (see Fig. 4.2.(a)). Note that, between each pair of nodes i and j, the heuristic grooms
the
P
sk
(Nsk   1)tsk trac units for all sessions sk where i; j 2 msk and member j follows
member i immediately in the session's TLCs.
Applying the above observation to the MILP means a signicant simplication, since we do
not need to consider the sessions' trac routing once we determine the order of the members
in the sessions' TLCs. Therefore, we no longer require the Zsk;p;qij and Y
sk;p
ij variables, however,
we require the following two new variables.
Cskp;q binary number equals to 1 if member p 2 msk is followed immediately by member
q 2 msk in the TLCs for session sk; otherwise it is set to 0.
uskp an arbitrary real number.
The lightpath level constraints remain unchanged, while the session level constraints are
replaced by the following set of constraints.
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Table 4.1 Many-to-Many sessions provisioning in the NSTWDM network
case using the heuristic MILP for the example in Section 3.5 in
Chapter 3
Session Lightpaths Traversed
s1 0! 8 , 8! 0
s2 0! 3 , 3! 8 , 8! 0
s3 0! 9 , 9! 8 , 8! 4 , 4! 7 , 7! 0
s4 0! 1 , 1! 2 , 2! 0
s5 1! 8 , 8! 1
s6 1! 4 , 4! 1
Session Level Constraints: X
q 6=p
Cskp;q =
X
q 6=p
Cskq;p = 1 8sk; p 2 msk (4.1)
uskp   uskq +NskCskp;q  Nsk   1 8sk; p 2 (msk  msk [0]); q 2 msk(q 6= p) (4.2)
Lij 
X
sk
(Nsk   1)tskCski;j=g 8i; j (4.3)
Constraint (4.1) determines the order of the members in each session's TLCs, while constraint
(4.2) ensures that a TLC for session sk must include all members in msk (msk [0] represents
the rst member in msk). In other words, constraint (4.2) eliminates all sub-TLCs (TLCs that
visit only a subset of the members). Constraint (4.3) computes the total number of lightpaths
needed between each pair of nodes in the network. It calculates the total trac from node i
to node j as the aggregate trac from all sessions who have member i followed immediately
by member j in their TLCs.
Although this heuristic approach remains an MILP, it will be shown that it is a practical
one that leads to near optimal solutions of large networks in a reasonable time. Solving
the illustrative numerical example in Section 3.5 in Chapter 3 using this heuristic MILP, we
obtain the many-to-many sessions provisioning shown in Table 4.1. Totally, 28 lightpaths were
established where some node pairs had two lightpaths between them (0 ! 1; 2 ! 0; 0 !
3; 7 ! 0; 0 ! 9; 1 ! 2; 3 ! 8; 4 ! 7; 8 ! 4; 9 ! 8) and some node pairs had three
lightpaths between them (8 ! 0), which required a total of 56 transceivers compared to 52
transceivers in the optimal solution in Section 3.5 in Chapter 3. Note that sessions s1, s5 and
s6 are provisioned by a single TLC, while sessions s2, s3 and s4 are provisioned by two TLCs.
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The solution from the heuristic MILP was obtained in 2.5 seconds, while the optimal
solution in Section 3.5 in Chapter 3 was obtained in almost one hour and six minutes. This is
a signicant reduction in the running time, while still obtaining near optimal solutions (7.7%
more than the optimal solution).
4.2.2 Restricting the SHWDM networks MILP
After careful examination of the MILP results for small and medium sized instances of the
problem, we have made observations on how many-to-many sessions tend to be provisioned in
SHWDM networks.
Observation 2. The hub for a many-to-many session is usually selected from its set of mem-
bers.
Observation 3. A member-to-hub stream in the members-to-hub journey of a many-to-many
session usually traverses a single direct lightpath from the member to the hub.
Observation 4. Light-trees usually do not groom trac from dierent sessions; they only
groom the linear combinations for the corresponding session.
These observations are the bases for designing our heuristic for the many-to-many trac
grooming problem in SHWDM networks. The heuristic is based on the assumption that these
observations always hold. Although this assumption may not result in an optimal solution,
assuming it always holds, as we shall see, will lead to near optimal solutions. Applying the
above observations to the MILP means a signicant simplication.
Number of Transceivers Constraints:
Since the hub of a many-to-many session sk can only be selected from its set of members msk , a
light-tree for sk places one transceiver at each member in msk and does not place a transceiver
at any other node. Therefore, we no longer require the non-linear variable Askh , and the number
of transceivers constraints are replaced by the following constraint.
Ri 
X
j:j 6=i
(Lij + Lji) +
X
sk
LTskB
sk
i 8i (4.4)
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The lightpath/light-tree level constraints remain unchanged.
Hub Node Selection Constraints:
Since the hub of a many-to-many session sk can only be selected from its set of members msk ,
we no longer require the variable Iskh to be dened for all h 2 V , rather it is dened only
for h 2 msk . Also, since light-trees do not groom trac form dierent sessions, we no longer
require the Esk;hsl and E
sk
sl
variables. Accordingly, the hub selection constraints are replaced
by the following constraint, which ensures that there is exactly one hub node for each session
chosen from its set of members. X
h2msk
Iskh = 1 8sk (4.5)
Members-to-Hub Journey Constraints:
Assuming that a member-to-hub stream traverses a single direct lightpath from the member
to the hub, we no longer require the Dsk;pij variables. Accordingly, the members-to-hub journey
constraints are replaced by the following constraint.
Lij  (
X
sk
tskI
sk
j B
sk
i )=g 8i; j (i 6= j) (4.6)
The above constraint ensures that if node i 2 msk and node j is the hub for sk, then lightpaths
from i to j carry the tsk trac units that originate from member i.
Hub-to-Members Journey Constraints:
Since light-trees do not groom trac from dierent sessions and they only groom the linear
combinations for the corresponding session, we no longer require the U sksl and T
sk
sl
variables.
Accordingly, the hub-to-members journey constraints are replaced by the following constraint.
LTsk = Hsk 8sk (4.7)
Although this heuristic approach remains an MILP, it will be shown that it is a practical
one that leads to near optimal solutions of large networks in a reasonable time. Solving
the illustrative numerical example in Section 3.5 in Chapter 3 using this heuristic MILP, we
obtain the many-to-many sessions provisioning shown in Table 4.2. It shows the hub selected,
the members-to-hub journey, and the hub-to-members journey for each session. Totally, 10
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Table 4.2 Many-to-Many sessions provisioning in the SHWDM network
case using the heuristic MILP for the example in Section 3.5 in
Chapter 3
Session Hub node members-to-hub journey hub-to-members journey
s1 8 0! 8 8! f0g
s2 3 0! 3 , 8! 3 3! f0; 8g
s3 8 0! 8 , 4! 8 , 7! 8 , 9! 8 8! f0; 4; 7; 9g
s4 0 1! 0 , 2! 0 0! f1; 2g
s5 1 8! 1 1! f8g
s6 1 4! 1 1! f4g
lightpaths and 9 light-trees were established, which required a total of 48 transceivers compared
to 45 transceivers in the optimal solution in Section 3.5 in Chapter 3. For sessions s2; s3 and
s4, two light-trees were established, while a single light-tree was established for each of sessions
s1; s5 and s6. Note that the light-trees for sessions s1; s5 and s6 were simply the lightpaths
8! 0, 1! 8 and 1! 4, respectively.
The solution from the heuristic MILP was obtained in 13 seconds, while the optimal solution
in Section 3.5 in Chapter 3 was obtained in almost two hours and one minute. This is a
signicant reduction in the running time, while still obtaining near optimal solutions (6.7%
more than the optimal solution).
The advantage of using network coding in this heuristic is the reduction of downstream
trac for each session sk from Nsktsk to (Nsk   1)tsk trac units. The total number of
transceivers saved due to the use of network coding (Rsaved) is equal to the total number of
light-trees saved for each session sk (dNsktsk=ge   d(Nsk   1)tsk=ge) times the total number of
transceivers per light-tree for that session (Nsk), which is indicated by the following equation:
Rsaved =
X
sk
Nsk(dNsktsk=ge   d(Nsk   1)tsk=ge) (4.8)
It is to be noted that this equation may not hold for the optimal approach where light-trees
may groom trac from dierent sessions and the hub can be any node in the network (not just
the members). The total number of transceivers saved in that case can only be determined
by solving the optimal MILP with network coding (downstream trac is (Nsk   1)tsk trac
units) and without network coding (downstream trac is Nsktsk trac units) and then taking
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the dierence.
4.2.3 Complexity Analysis
The complexity of the optimal MILP for NSTWDM networks in terms of the number of
integer variables is O(KN4 +W jEjN2), and in terms of the number of constraints is O((K +
W )N3). The complexity of the optimal MILP for SHWDM networks in terms of the number
of integer variables is O(KN3 +KW jEjN +K2N +W jEjN2), and in terms of the number of
constraints is O(WN3 +KWN2 +K2N).
The complexity of the heuristic (or restricted) MILP for NSTWDM networks in terms of the
number of integer variables is O(KN2+W jEjN2), and in terms of the number of constraints is
O(WN3+KN2). The complexity of the heuristic (or restricted) MILP for SHWDM networks
in terms of the number of integer variables is O(KW jEjN +W jEjN2), and in terms of the
number of constraints is O(WN3 +KWN2).
4.2.4 Numerical Results
To verify the performance of our proposed heuristics, we conduct a number of experiments
on small, medium and large sized networks. Five experiments are conducted on a small sized
network (the 6-node network shown in Fig. 4.4.(a)). The number of sessions in each experiment
is randomly selected between [2,4]. The number of members in a session is randomly selected
between [2,5], while a member in a session is randomly selected between [0,5]. Another ve
experiments are conducted on a medium sized network (the Abilene network shown in Fig.
3.1 in Chapter 3). The number of sessions in each experiment is randomly selected between
[4,6]. The number of members in a session is randomly selected between [2,5], while a member
in a session is randomly selected between [0,9]. Another ve experiments are conducted on
a large sized network (the NSF network shown in Fig. 4.4.(b)). The number of sessions in
each experiment is randomly selected between [6,8]. The number of members in a session is
randomly selected between [2,5], while a member in a session is randomly selected between
[0,13]. Finally, trac demand of members in a session, in all the 15 experiments, is randomly
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Figure 4.4 Networks used in the results
Table 4.3 Average running time and average number of transceivers for
the 5 experiments conducted on each of the 6-node, Abilene and
NSF networks in the NSTWDM network case
Network MILP Avg. Run Time Avg. # of TRs
6-node
Optimal MILP 15 hours 46.2
Heuristic MILP 6 seconds 49.1
Abilene
Optimal MILP 108 Hours 62.4
Heuristic MILP 3 Minutes 66
NSF
Optimal MILP >150 hours No Solution
Heuristic MILP 1 Hour 88.8
selected between [1,16] (g = 16).
For both NSTWDM and SHWDM network cases, we solve each of the 15 experiments using
the optimal MILP and the heuristic MILP. Tables 4.3 and 4.4 present the results by showing
the average running time and the average number of transceivers for the ve experiments on
each of the three topologies in NSTWDM and SHWDM network cases, respectively.
We can see from Tables 4.3 and 4.4 that solutions from the heuristics on the 6-node network
are signicantly close to their corresponding optimal solutions. For example, in the NSTWDM
network case, they are, on average, 6.2% of their corresponding optimal solutions, while in the
SHWDM network case they are, on average, 5.5% of their corresponding optimal solutions.
In some experiments on the Abilene network, we could not obtain the optimal solution after
150 hours of running time at which we have terminated the CPLEX program and recorded
the best feasible solution. The largest gap we have encountered between the best feasible
solution and the best lower bound found by CPLEX was only 3%. This means that the best
feasible solutions obtained were very close to their corresponding optimal solutions. We can
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Table 4.4 Average running time and average number of transceivers for
the 5 experiments conducted on each of the 6-node, Abilene and
NSF networks in the SHWDM network case
Network MILP Avg. Run Time Avg. # of TRs
6-node
Optimal MILP 6 hours 41
Heuristic MILP 33 seconds 43.2
Abilene
Optimal MILP 57 Hours 54.4
Heuristic MILP 4 Minutes 57
NSF
Optimal MILP >150 hours No Solution
Heuristic MILP 2 Hours 78.6
see from Tables 4.3 and 4.4 that solutions from the heuristics on the Abilene network are
signicantly close to their corresponding optimal (or best feasible) solutions. For example, in
the NSTWDM network case, they are, on average, 5.8% of their corresponding optimal (or
best feasible) solutions, while in the SHWDM network case they are, on average, 4.7% of their
corresponding optimal (or best feasible) solutions.
In the NSF experiments, the CPLEX program did not return a feasible solution for any of
the ve experiments (using the optimal MILP) after 150 hours of running time at which we
have terminated the program. On the other hand, the heuristic MILPs for both NSTWDM
and SHWDM network cases were able to return solutions in a reasonable time.
Next, NSTWDM and SHWDM networks will be compared in terms of the number of
transceiver needed (R). We will show when each of these two networks is a more cost-eective
choice (in terms of R) for many-to-many trac grooming. Since the grooming capabilities of
the two networks are varied, their performance will be dependent on trac granularities of
sessions in the network. Therefore, we should compare them for dierent trac granularities.
1) Uniform Trac: We assume a static uniform trac with all sessions in an experiment
having the same trac demand t (i.e., ts1 = ts2 = ::: = tsK = t), where 1  t  g. Fifteen
randomly generated experiments are conducted on the Abilene network shown in Fig. 3.1 in
Chapter 3. The number of sessions in each experiment is randomly selected between [2,6]. The
size of each session is randomly selected between [2,5], while a member in a session is randomly
selected between [0,9]. Based on the uniform trac assumption, each of the fteen experiments
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Figure 4.5 Values of R for t = 1; 2:::; g on the Abilene network (g = 16)
is conducted for each value of t = 1; 2::; g (g = 16) on both NSTWDM and SHWDM networks
using the corresponding heuristic MILP. We dene R to be the average value of all R values
obtained from the fteen experiments at a particular value of t on a certain network. The
resulting values of R are shown in Fig. 4.5.
From Fig. 4.5, we draw the following conclusions:
 NSTWDM networks are more cost-eective when trac granularities of sessions are
relatively low (t  g=4). The intuition behind this is that lightpaths are more ecient
than light-trees in grooming and packing low granularity trac. This is a result of the
point-to-point nature of a lightpath where it is possible to route many sessions or members
with sub-wavelength granularities through it. Note that, contrary to a lightpath, it is
not easy to route many sessions with sub-wavelength granularities through a point-to-
multipoint channel (i.e., a light-tree).
 SHWDM networks are more cost-eective for almost three quarters of the trac granu-
larities spectrum (t > g=4). The intuition behind this is that when trac granularities
of sessions are relatively high, inter-session grooming is rarely performed and in that
case light-trees are more cost-eective than lightpaths. For example, a light-tree from a
source to a set of destinations requires fewer transceivers than a set of lightpaths each
from the source to one of the destinations. Also, the use of network coding in SHWDM
networks has a direct impact on reducing the number of light-trees needed, and hence
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Table 4.5 Number of transceivers (R) comparison on the Abilene network
with non-uniform trac
Exp # 1 2 3 4 5 6
t 2.1 3.6 7.7 9.5 11.1 13.8
NSTWDM Networks 28 38 48 56 58 70
SHWDM Networks 35 40 45 50 50 55
the number of transceivers.
2) Non-Uniform Trac: Although the above conclusions are drawn from the uniform
trac assumption, we will now show that they remain valid even when trac demands of user
sessions are non-uniform. In this case, however, we dene t to be the average amount of trac
demanded by a member in an experiment, which is expressed by the following equation:
t =
X
sk
Nsktsk=
X
sk
Nsk
We claim that the above conclusions remain valid for dierent values of t. To verify this,
we randomly generate six experiments on the Abilene network with the same parameters as
the fteen experiments generated earlier, however, the trac demand of members in a session
is now randomly selected between [1,16] (non-uniform trac). Each of the experiments is
conducted in both NSTWDM and SHWDM networks using the corresponding heuristic MILP.
The resulting values of R are shown in Table 4.5. We can see from the table that NSTWDM
networks are more cost-eective when t  g=4 (Exps. 1 and 2) , while SHWDM networks are
more cost-eective when t > g=4 (Exps. 3, 4, 5 and 6).
To illustrate the advantage of network coding in reducing the number of transceivers in
SHWDM networks, we compute the values of Rsaved for each of the fteen uniform trac
experiments at each value of t = 1; 2; 3:::; 16 using Eq. (4.8). We dene Rsaved to be the
average value of all Rsaved values obtained from the fteen experiments at a particular value of
t. Tables 4.6 and 4.7 show the corresponding values of Rsaved and the corresponding percentage
savings due to the use of network coding (Rsaved=R) for t = f1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8g and for t =
f9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16g, respectively.
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Table 4.6 Values of Rsaved and (Rsaved=R) for t=1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 (g = 16)
on the Abilene network
t 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Rsaved 0 0 0 2.7 1.6 5.2 7.9 7.9
Rsaved=R 0% 0% 0% 7.6% 3.8% 11.2% 17% 17%
Table 4.7 Values of Rsaved and (Rsaved=R) for t=9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16
(g = 16) on the Abilene network
t 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
Rsaved 3.7 6.4 10 10 11.6 11.6 11.6 11.6
Rsaved=R 6% 10.3% 15% 15% 15.8% 15.8% 15.8% 15.8%
4.3 Heuristic Algorithms
In this section, we introduce heuristic algorithms for the many-to-many trac grooming
problem in each of the four WDM networks. Our solution approach is to rst separate the
many-to-many trac grooming problem into the VTTR and the RWA problems and then
solve each problem independently (VTTR then RWA). The objective of the VTTR problem
is to minimize the total number of transceivers R, while the objective of the RWA problem
is to minimize the total number of wavelengths used W . This separation approach simplies
the overall problem and allows us to obtain ecient solutions. First, we introduce heuristic
algorithms for the VTTR problem in each of the WDM networks (except the SAOWDM
network where the optimal virtual topology is straightforward), and then we address the RWA
problem.
4.3.1 Heuristic Algorithm for NSOWDM Networks
After careful examination of the MILP results for small sized instances of the problem
and for multiple sessions, we have noticed that many-to-many sessions in NSOWDM networks
tend to be provisioned through PPLCs where, for each session sk, (Nsk   1)tsk trac units
are groomed between each pair of consecutive members in the PPLCs. Since a lightpath may
groom trac from dierent sessions and not just trac from dierent members within the same
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Figure 4.6 Optimal provisioning of many-to-many sessions s1; s2 and s3
where ms1 = fA;B;Dg each with one trac unit denoted as
a1; b1; d1, and ms2 = fB;D;Eg each with one trac unit de-
noted as b2; d2; e2, and ms3 = fA;C;Eg each with one trac
unit denoted as a3; c3; e3 in a NSOWDM network case (g = 4).
session, PPLCs of dierent sessions are correlated and may share lightpaths. Fig. 4.6 claries
this point by illustrating the optimal provisioning of three many-to-many sessions s1; s2 and
s3 each with a set of members ms1 = fA;B;Dg; ms2 = fB;D;Eg and ms3 = fA;C;Eg,
respectively in a NSOWDM network case (g = 4). Note that the PPLC for s1 (A B D A)
and the PPLC for s3 (A B C E D A) share lightpaths A! B and D ! A, while the
PPLC for s2 (B C  E D B) and the PPLC for s3 share lightpaths B ! C; C ! E and
E ! D. For example, the lightpath D ! A grooms the two trac units b1; d1 belonging to
session s1 and the two trac units c3; e3 belonging to session s3, while the lightpath C ! E
grooms the two trac units b2; d2 belonging to session s2 and the two trac units a3; e3
belonging to session s3.
The heuristic we propose for the VTTR problem in NSOWDM networks is based on the
observation that many-to-many sessions tend to be provisioned through PPLCs. The heuristic
also takes the correlation (sharing of lightpaths) between PPLCs of dierent sessions into
account. As a rst step, we need to nd an ecient way of nding a PPLC for a session sk
with a number of lightpaths close to that of a MIN-PPLC for that session. Finding a PPLC
for a session sk in G requires us to determine two things. First, the order of the members
in the PPLC, and then the path to take in G between each pair of consecutive members in
the PPLC. Since we are minimizing the number of lightpaths (or links, since a lightpath can
only span a single physical link), then the shortest path would be the obvious choice for the
second part of the problem. The rst part, however, (ordering the members) is what makes
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1 Algorithm 1. VTTR Heuristic: NSOWDM Network
input : WDM network topology G(V;E), K many-to-many session requests.
output: Virtual Topology (V T ), Routing of the K sessions on V T .
2 sort sessions in a list S in a descending order in terms of ((Nsk   1)tsk)%g:
3 for each session sk in the sorted list S do
4 order members in msk according to the (NN) Algorithm where the nearest member from the
current member is the one who has the shortest distance in G from the current member.
The rst member is selected randomly.
5 for i = 0; 1:::; jmsk j   1 do
6 provision as much trac as possible out of the (Nsk   1)tsk trac units between
members msk [i] and msk [i+ 1] using the current virtual topology (V T ).
7 for the remaining unprovisioned trac t0 (if any), establish dmax(0; t0   c !e )=ge
lightpaths on each link  !e on the shortest path between members msk [i] and msk [i+ 1]
in G, where the cost of a link  !e in G is dmax(0; t0   c !e )=ge.
8 end
9 end
the problem hard. A very similar problem that requires this kind of hard ordering is the well-
known traveling salesman problem (TSP). We map our problem to the TSP as follows. Each
member in msk corresponds to a city in the TSP instance, and the cost of traveling between
two cities is the number of links on the shortest path between the corresponding members in G.
Finding a least cost tour in the TSP instance becomes equivalent to nding a MIN-PPLC for
sk in G. One of the simplest and yet powerful heuristics for the TSP is the Nearest Neighbor
(NN) Algorithm, where a random member is rst selected and the next member is the one
with the shortest distance from the current one in G. This process is repeated until we cover
all the members and determine a PPLC for that session.
Given K many-to-many session requests, the heuristic tries to build a virtual topology
(which is initially empty) to accommodate the K sessions with the minimum number of light-
paths or transceivers. The current virtual topology is represented in the heuristic as a directed
graph V T with a set of nodes that includes every node in G that at least has one lightpath
incoming or outgoing. A directed edge  !e in V T exists if there is at least one lightpath on link
 !e in G. Each directed edge  !e in V T has a capacity c !e representing the remaining capacity
on lightpaths on link  !e in G. Note that the V T graph in a NSOWDM network is a subgraph
of the WDM network topology G since lightpaths can only span a single physical link.
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The heuristic (shown in Algorithm 1) has three main steps. First, it sorts sessions in a
list S in a descending order in terms of ((Nsk   1)tsk)%g (line 2). Second, for each session
sk in the sorted list S, it orders members in msk according to the NN Algorithm (lines 3-4).
Note that this is the order of the members in the sessions' PPLCs. Finally, for each session
sk, it provisions the (Nsk   1)tsk trac units between each pair of consecutive members in the
ordered msk (lines 5-8). The heuristic attempts to provision as much trac as possible out
of the (Nsk   1)tsk trac units using the existing current virtual topology V T (line 6). This
is done by running a max-ow algorithm (Push-relabel with FIFO vertex selection rule (43))
between the two members in V T (with edge capacities bc !e =tskc). Note that by setting the
edge capacities in the max-ow instance to bc !e =tskc, we guarantee that the tsk trac units
originating from a member will not bifurcate among dierent routes on V T . For the remaining
unprovisioned trac t0 (if any), the heuristic establishes dmax(0; t0   c !e )=ge lightpaths on
each link  !e on the shortest path between the two members in G (line 7). Note that the
shortest path here corresponds to the path that requires the fewest number of lightpaths to
accommodate t0 since the cost of a link  !e in G reects how many new lightpaths are needed
to accommodate t0 on  !e .
Example: consider the 6-node network shown in Fig. 4.1 with three many-to-many sessions
s1; s2 and s3 each with a set of members ms1 = fA;B;E; Fg; ms2 = fB;C;Dg and ms3 =
fA;Bg, respectively. For the sake of this example, lets assume that ts1 = 1; ts2 = 2; ts3 = 3 and
g = 8. The heuristic rst sorts sessions as follows S = fs2; s1; s3g. Then, it orders members in
session s2 as followsms2 = fB;C;Dg, and then establishes lightpaths B ! C; C ! E; E ! D
and D ! B each carrying four units of trac (PPLC for s2 = fB   C   E  D   Bg). The
heuristic then orders members in session s1 as follows ms1 = fA;B; F;Eg. It then establishes
lightpaths A ! B; C ! F; F ! E and D ! A each carrying three units of trac and
provisions three units of trac on lightpaths B ! C and E ! D which will now carry seven
units of trac (PPLC for s1 = fA B   C   F   E  D  Ag). Finally, the heuristic orders
members in session s3 as follows ms3 = fA;Bg. It then establishes lightpath B ! A carrying
three units of trac and provisions three units of trac on lightpath A ! B which will now
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Figure 4.7 Optimal provisioning of many-to-many sessions s1; s2 and s3
where ms1 = fA;B;Cg each with one trac unit denoted as
a1; b1; c1 and ms2 = fB;C;Dg each with one trac unit de-
noted as b2; c2; d2 and ms3 = fB;C;Eg each with one trac
unit denoted as b3; c3; e3 in a NSTWDM network case (g = 4).
carry six units of trac (PPLC for s3 = fA   B   Ag). This results in 9 lightpaths (18
transceivers).
4.3.2 Heuristic Algorithm for NSTWDM Networks
After careful examination of the MILP results for small sized instances of the problem
and for multiple sessions, we have noticed that many-to-many sessions in NSTWDM networks
tend to be provisioned through lightpath cycles where, for each session sk, (Nsk   1)tsk trac
units are groomed between each pair of consecutive members in the lightpath cycles. Since a
lightpath may groom trac from dierent sessions and not just trac from dierent members
within the same session, lightpath cycles of dierent sessions are correlated and may share
lightpaths. Also, a lightpath cycle for a session sk may not be transparent (i.e., number of
lightpaths in the lightpath cycle for sk may be > Nsk). Fig. 4.7 claries these points by
illustrating the optimal provisioning of three many-to-many sessions s1; s2 and s3 each with
a set of members ms1 = fA;B;Cg; ms2 = fB;C;Dg and ms3 = fB;C;Eg, respectively in a
NSTWDM network case (g = 4). Note that the TLC for s1 (A B C  A) and the TLC for
s2 (B  C  D  B) share lightpath B ! C, while the TLC for s1 and the lightpath cycle for
s3 (B   E   C   A   B which is not transparent) share lightpaths C ! A and A ! B. For
example, the lightpath B ! C grooms the two trac units a1; b1 belonging to session s1 and
the two trac units b2; d2 belonging to session s2, while the lightpath C ! A grooms the two
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trac units b1; c1 belonging to session s1 and the two trac units c3; e3 belonging to session
s3.
The heuristic we propose for the VTTR problem in NSTWDM networks is based on the
observation that many-to-many sessions tend to be provisioned through lightpath cycles which
may not be transparent. The heuristic also takes the correlation (sharing of lightpaths) between
lightpath cycles of dierent sessions into account. Given K many-to-many session requests,
the heuristic tries to build a virtual topology (which is initially empty) to accommodate the K
sessions with the minimum number of lightpaths or transceivers. The current virtual topology
is represented in the heuristic as a directed graph V T with a set of nodes that includes every
node in G that at least has one lightpath incoming or outgoing. A directed edge from node i
to node j exists in V T if there exists at least one lightpath from node i to node j in G. Each
edge (i; j) in V T has a capacity cij representing the remaining capacity on lightpaths from
node i to node j in G. Note that the V T graph in a NSTWDM network is not necessarily a
subgraph of the WDM network topology G since a lightpath can be established between any
two nodes and not just between physically connected nodes as in the NSOWDM network.
The heuristic (shown in Algorithm 2) has three main steps. First, it sorts sessions in a
list S in a descending order in terms of ((Nsk   1)tsk)%g (line 2). Second, for each session
sk, it orders members in msk (lines 3-6). Note that this is the order of the members in the
sessions' lightpath cycles. The way the heuristic orders members in a session sk is by rst
separating members in msk into two disjoint sets O and N (see Algorithm 2 line 4 for their
denitions). Afterwards, it orders members in the O set according to the NN Algorithm by
minimizing the logical hop distance between each pair of consecutive members, while it orders
members in the N set according to the NN Algorithm by minimizing the physical hop distance
between each pair of consecutive members (see Procedure 1). The third and last step of the
heuristic is the provisioning of the (Nsk   1)tsk trac units between each pair of consecutive
members in the ordered msk (lines 7-24). Between each pair of consecutive members in the
O set, the heuristic attempts to provision as much trac as possible out of the (Nsk   1)tsk
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1 Algorithm 2. VTTR Heuristic: NSTWDM Network
input : K many-to-many session requests
output: Virtual Topology V T , Routing of the K sessions on V T
2 sort sessions in a list S in a descending order in terms of ((Nsk   1)tsk)%g:
3 for each session sk in the sorted list S do
4 Separate members in msk into two disjoint sets, one set O that includes members that
already exist in V T and another set N that includes the remaining members that do not
exist in V T .
5 order(O):
6 order(N ):
7 for (i = 0; 1:::; jOj   2) do
8 provision as much trac as possible out of the (Nsk   1)tsk trac units between
members O[i] and O[i+ 1] using the current virtual topology (V T ).
9 for the remaining unprovisioned trac t0 (if any), establish dt0=ge lightpaths between
members O[i] and O[i+ 1].
10 end
11 for (i = 0; 1:::; jN j   2) do
12 establish Hsk lightpaths between members N [i] and N [i+ 1]
13 end
14 if (jOj = 0) then
15 establish Hsk lightpaths between members N [jN j   1] and N [0].
16 end
17 else
18 if (jN j = 0) then
19 establish Hsk lightpaths between members O[jOj   1] and O[0].
20 end
21 else
22 establish Hsk lightpaths between members O[jOj   1] and N [0] and Hsk lightpaths
between members N [jN j   1] and O[0].
23 end
24 end
25 end
trac units using the current virtual topology V T (line 8). This is done by running a max-
ow algorithm between the two members in the current V T (with edge capacities bc !
ij
=tskc).
For the remaining unprovisioned trac t0 (if any), the heuristic establishes dt0=ge lightpaths
between the two members (line 9). Between each pair of consecutive members in the N set,
the heuristic (lines 11-12) establishes Hsk lightpaths to provision the (Nsk   1)tsk trac units
(after this step, members in N will be added to V T ). Finally, the heuristic completes the cycle
for each session sk by connecting the O set and the N set by Hsk lightpaths at both ends (line
14-24).
Example: We consider the same example in Section 4.3.1 of the 6-node network shown in
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1 Procedure 1. order(X )
2 select a member in X randomly as the current member.
3 while there is at least one unselected member in X do
4 Case 1: X = O
5 select the next member (from the remaining unselected members) as the member
who has the shortest logical distance in V T from the current member.
6 Case 2: X = N
7 select the next member (from the remaining unselected members) as the member
who has the shortest physical distance in G from the current member.
8 current member=next member.
9 end
Fig. 4.1 and the three many-to-many session requests, except that the 6-node network is now
a NSTWDM network. The heuristic rst sorts sessions as follows S = fs2; s1; s3g. Afterwards,
it orders members in session s2 as follows ms2 = fB;C;Dg where all members belong to the N
set. The heuristic then establishes lightpaths B ! C; C ! D and D ! B each carrying four
units of trac (TLC for s2 = fB C D Bg). The heursitic then orders members in session
s1 as follows ms1 = fB;A;E; Fg, where member B belongs to the O set and members A;E
and F belong to the N set. It then establishes lightpaths B ! A; A! E; E ! F and F ! B
each carrying three units of trac (TLC for s1 = fB A E F  Bg). Finally, the heuristic
orders members in session s3 as follows ms3 = fA;Bg where members A and B belong to the
O set. It then provisions three units of trac on lightpaths A ! E, E ! F; F ! B and
B ! A which will now carry six units of trac (lightpath cycle for s3 = fA E F  B Ag).
Note that the lightpath cycle for session s3 is not transparent since it consists of more than
two lightpaths. This results in 7 lightpaths (14 transceivers).
4.3.3 Heuristic Algorithm for SHWDM Networks
In this heuristic algorithm, we assume that the three observations stated in Section 4.2.2
(the restricted MILP for SHWDM networks) always hold. Therefore, the hub for a session
can only be selected from its set of members and the trac from a member to the hub in the
members-to-hub journey of a session traverses a single direct lightpath from the member to
the hub and nally, for each session sk, there are Hsk downstream light-trees that only groom
the linear combinations for sk. Assuming that these observations always hold, selecting the
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1 Algorithm 3. VTTR Heuristic: SHWDM Network
input : K many-to-many session requests
output: The hub for each session
2 for (each member l 2 Ssk msk) do
3 count the number of appearances of l in all the K sessions.
4 end
5 for each session sk do
6 select the hub for sk as the element in
S
sk
msk that is a member in msk and has the largest
number of appearances in all the K sessions.
7 end
hub for each session determines what lightpaths and light-trees to establish and how to route
and groom trac on them, and therefore it solves the VTTR problem.
The heuristic we propose (shown in Algorithm 3) selects the same hub node for as many
sessions as possible. It starts by counting the total number of appearances of each member inS
sk
msk in all the K sessions (lines 2-4). Then, it selects the hub node for each session sk as
the element in
S
sk
msk that is a member in msk and has the largest number of appearances in
all the K sessions (lines 5-7). Selecting the same hub for as many sessions as possible increases
the likelihood of inter-session grooming on the upstream direction, which has a direct impact
on reducing the number of lightpaths or transceivers needed.
Example: We consider the same example in Section 4.3.1 of the 6-node network shown
in Fig. 4.1 and the three many-to-many session requests, except that the 6-node network is
now a SHWDM network. The heuristic rst counts the total number of appearances of each
member in
S
sk
msk = fA;B;C;D;E; Fg in the three sessions as follows fA = 2; B = 3; C =
1; D = 1; E = 1; F = 1g. Afterwards, the heuristic selects the hub for sessions s1; s2 and s3 as
follows hub(s1) = B, hub(s2) = B and hub(s3) = B. Based on this hub selection, there will
be three upstream lightpaths for s1 (A ! B, E ! B and F ! B) each carrying one unit of
trac and one light-tree (B ! fA;E; Fg) carrying three units of trac. For session s2, there
will be two upstream lightpaths (C ! B and D ! B) each carrying two units of trac and
one light-tree (B ! fC;Dg) carrying four units of trac. Finally, for session s3, three units of
trac are provisioned on the lightpath A! B which will now carry four units of trac and a
light-tree (B ! fAg which is simply a lightpath) is established carrying three units of trac.
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This results in six lightpaths and two light-trees (19 transceivers).
4.3.4 Complexity Analysis
The time complexity of Algorithms 1 and 2 is dominated by the step of nding the max-ow
using the Push-relabel Algorithm with FIFO vertex selection rule that has a time complexity
of O(N3). This step is repeated for each member for each session, which drives the time
complexity of Algorithms 1 and 2 to O(KN4). Finally, the time complexity of Algorithm 3 is
O(KN).
4.3.5 Routing and Wavelength Assignment
Once we solve the VTTR problem and determine the virtual topology, we can then con-
sider the RWA problem. In this problem, we need to provision each of the optical channels
determined by the VTTR problem on the optical WDM network by determining: 1) the route
of each optical channel on the optical WDM network, and 2) the wavelength to assign to each
optical channel, while taking the wavelength continuity constraint into account. The objective
of the RWA is to minimize the total number of wavelengths used (W Wmax).
The RWA problem has been extensively studied in the literature and it has been proven to
be NP-complete. Many heuristics have been proposed for both the routing and the wavelength
assignment problems. For example, xed routing, xed-alternate routing, and adaptive routing
are some of the well-known approaches for routing, while rst t, least used, and most used
are some of the well-known approaches for wavelength assignment. For a review on routing
and wavelength assignment approaches, the reader is referred to (44).
Since the RWA problem has been extensively studied, we are only interested in comparing
the proposed WDM networks in terms of their consumption of wavelengths. To make the com-
parison fair and to base it on the merit of the networks only, we use very simple approaches for
routing and wavelength assignment. We use xed shortest path routing and rst t wavelength
assignment for lightpaths, while we use xed shortest path tree routing and rst t wavelength
assignment for light-trees. The detailed description of the heuristic is shown in Algorithm 4.
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1 Algorithm 4. RWA Heuristic
2 for each lightpath/light-tree do
3 compute its shortest-path/shortest-path-tree on G.
4 for w=1,2,.....,Wmax do
5 if w is free on all links traversed by the shortest-path/shortest-path-tree then
6 route the lightpath/light-tree on its shortest-path/shortest-path-tree and assign it
wavelength w
7 end
8 end
9 end
10 if all lightpaths/light-trees are successfully routed then
11 return the largest w used.
12 end
13 else
14 return no feasible RWA found.
15 end
4.3.6 Numerical Results
To verify the accuracy of our proposed heuristic algorithms for NSOWDM, NSTWDM and
SHWDM networks, we conduct a number of experiments on small and medium sized networks.
Ten experiments (i.e., problem instances) are conducted on the 6-node network shown in Fig.
4.4.(a), while another ten are conducted on the Abilene research network shown in Fig. 3.1 in
Chapter 3. Each of the 20 experiments has 10 many-to-many session requests, where the size
of each session is randomly selected between [2,5]. For the 6-node experiments, a member in a
session is randomly selected between [0,5], while for the Abilene research network experiments
it is randomly selected between [0,9]. Finally, trac demand of members in a session, in all
the 20 experiments, is randomly selected between [1,16] (g = 16).
The optimal solution for each experiment is obtained in each of the NSOWDM, NSTWDM
and SHWDM networks by solving the corresponding MILP using the CPLEX solver (45). We
have also obtained solutions for each experiment in each of the three networks by solving the
corresponding heuristic. We dene the normalized number of transceivers (R=Ropt) as the
ratio of the number of transceivers obtained by a heuristic (R) over the optimal number of
transceivers obtained by its corresponding MILP (Ropt). Fig. 4.8 shows the values of R=Ropt
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for the 20 experiments conducted on the 6-node network and on the Abilene research network
for each of NSOWDM, NSTWDM and SHWDM network cases.
We can see from the gure that solutions obtained from the heuristics for NSOWDM,
NSTWDM and SHWDM networks either match or are very close to their corresponding optimal
solutions (at most 29% above the optimal). Also, this closeness between the optimal and the
heuristic has been consistent across all the 20 experiments on both the 6-node network and
the Abilene research network.
Next, we compare the four WDM networks in terms of the costs R and W . Since the
grooming capabilities of the four networks are greatly varied, their performance will be depen-
dent on trac granularities of sessions in the network. Therefore, we should compare them for
dierent trac granularities. To make this comparison, we assume a static uniform trac with
all sessions in an experiment having the same trac demand t (e.g., ts1 = ts2 = ::: = tsK = t),
where 1  t  g.
Since optimal values of R in NSOWDM, NSTWDM and SHWDM networks are not possible
to obtain for large sized instances of the problem, we will conduct two sets of experiments. One
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set of small experiments are conducted on the 6-node network Fig. 4.4.(a) in which optimal
values of R are obtained by solving the corresponding MILPs using the CPLEX solver. Another
set of large experiments are conducted on the USNET network, shown in Figure 4.9, in which
values of R are obtained using the corresponding heuristics.
1) Small network Example: In this example, eight randomly generated experiments are
conducted on the 6-node network shown in Fig. 4.4.(a). The number of sessions in each
experiment is randomly selected between [4,6]. The size of each session is randomly selected
between [2,5], while a member in a session is randomly selected between [0,5]. Assuming the
static uniform trac, each of the eight experiments is conducted for each value of t = 1; 2; :::; g
(g = 16) on all the four networks. We dene R to be the average value of all R values obtained
from the eight experiments at a particular value of t on a certain network. The resulting values
of R are shown in Fig. 4.10.(a).
After determining the optical channels for each experiment at each value of t on each
network, these channels are routed and assigned a wavelength according to Algorithm 4. We
also dene W to be the average value of all W values obtained from the eight experiments
at a particular value of t on a certain network. The resulting values of W are shown in Fig.
4.10.(b).
In relatively small networks, where optimal values of R on the NSOWDM, NSTWDM, and
SHWDM networks can be obtained by solving the corresponding MILP, we draw the following
conclusions from Figs. 4.10.(a)-(b):
 In terms of the cost R: NSTWDM networks are the most cost-eective choice for low
trac granularities (1  t  3g=8), while SHWDM networks are the most cost-eective
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Figure 4.10 (a): Values of R for t = 1; 2:::; g on the 6-node network for
g = 16. (b): Values of W for t = 1; 2:::; g on the 6-node
network for g = 16
choice when trac granularities lie in the middle (3g=8 < t  5g=8). Finally, for high
trac granularities (t > 5g=8), SAOWDM networks are the most cost-eective choice.
 In terms of the cost W : NSOWDM networks are the most cost-eective choice for all the
trac granularities spectrum (1  t  g). SAOWDM networks are also a cost-eective
choice for high trac granularities (t > 3g=4).
2) Large network Example: In this example, 100 randomly generated experiments, each
with 80 many-to-many session requests, are conducted on the USNET network shown in Fig.
4.9. The size of a session in an experiment is randomly selected between [2,24], while a member
in a session is randomly selected between [0,23]. Assuming the static uniform trac, each of the
100 experiments is conducted for each value of t = f1; 3; 9; 12; 18; 24; 36; 48; 96; 192g (g = 192)
on all the four networks. The rst eight values of t represent the recommended rates for OC
streams. The resulting values of R, which is dened as before, are shown in Fig. 4.11.(a).
After determining the optical channels for each experiment at each value of t on each
network, these channels are routed and assigned a wavelength according to Algorithm 4. The
resulting values of W , which is dened as before, are shown in Fig. 4.11.(b).
In relatively large networks, where values of R on the NSOWDM, NSTWDM and SHWDM
are obtained using the corresponding heuristic, we draw the following conclusions from Fig.
4.11.(a)-(b):
 In terms of the cost R: NSTWDM networks are the most cost-eective choice for very low
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Table 4.8 Values of Rsaved and Rsaved=R for the USNET experiments
t 1 3 9 12 18 24 36 48 96 192
Rsaved 0 0 73.9 60.2 114.6 92 194.2 230.2 505.6 1036.5
Rsaved=R 0% 0% 5.1% 3.3% 5% 3.3% 4.9% 4.7% 5.5% 5.8%
trac granularities (1  t < g=16), while SAOWDM networks are the most cost-eective
for very high trac granularities (t > 15g=16). SHWDM networks, on the other hand,
are the most cost-eective choice for a large portion of the trac granularities spectrum
(g=16  t  15g=16).
 In terms of the cost W : NSOWDM networks are the most cost-eective choice for the
whole trac granularities spectrum (1  t  g).
Although NSTWDM networks are the most cost-eective choice only for (1  t < g=16), this
part of the trac granularities spectrum is of practical interest in trac grooming especially
when g is relatively high. For example, many applications request only OC-1 and OC-3 circuits,
while the capacity of a wavelength channel (grooming factor) is OC-192. On the other extreme
of the trac granularities spectrum (t > 15g=16), SAOWDM networks are the most cost-
eective choice. This part of the spectrum is also of practical interest for many applications
whose bandwidth demands almost ll the capacity of an optical channel. Finally, SHWDM
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networks through the novel use of network coding, are the most cost-eective for a large portion
of the trac granularities spectrum (g=16  t  15g=16).
Table 4.8 illustrates the advantage of network coding in reducing the number of transceivers
in SHWDM networks by showing the values of Rsaved, which is dened as the average value of
all Rsaved values obtained from the 100 USNET experiments at a particular value of t on the
SHWDM network. The table also shows the corresponding percentage savings due to the use
of network coding (Rsaved=R).
4.4 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we introduced heuristic solutions for the many-to-many trac grooming
problem in each of the four WDM networks. First, we introduced lightpath cycles as the
optimal virtual topology for a number of special cases in NSOWDM and NSTWDM networks.
Then, based on observations from the optimal solution in each of the NSTWDM and the
SHWDM networks, we restricted the solution space of the corresponding MILPs to obtain
near-optimal solutions in a much shorter time. Finally, we introduced ecient near-optimal
heuristic algorithms for the many-to-many trac grooming problem in each of the four WDM
networks. We concluded that each of the four networks is the most cost-eective choice for a
certain range of trac granularities.
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CHAPTER 5. BOUNDS AND APPROXIMATION ALGORITHMS
In this chapter, we derive bounds and develop approximation algorithms for the many-
to-many trac grooming problem in NSTWDM networks. Although the MILP formulations
introduced in Chapter 3 guarantee an optimal solution, they have an exponential time com-
plexity. In addition, the heuristic solutions introduced in Chapter 4, while ecient, have
no guarantee on the quality of the solution. Therefore, there is a need to develop ecient
polynomial-time algorithms that guarantee the quality of the solution, and this is the ob-
jective of this chapter. We only consider NSTWDM networks that only support lightpaths
which may span multiple physical links. Since a transceiver is needed for each initiation and
termination of a lightpath (i.e, each lightpath requires two transceivers), the objective of the
many-to-many trac grooming problem becomes to minimize the total number of lightpaths
established. Regarding notation, we use exactly the same notation provided in Table 3.1 in
Chapter 3, and all new symbols used in this chapter are shown in Table 5.1.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.1, we derive lower and upper
bounds on the number of lightpaths needed to provision a set of many-to-many trac de-
mands. In Section 5.2, we develop two novel approximation algorithms for the many-to-many
trac grooming problem. In Section 5.3, we evaluate the performance of the two algorithms
on three other objectives besides the number of lightpaths, including the number of logical
hops traversed by a trac stream, total amount of electronic switching, and Min-Max objec-
tives. In Section 5.4, we address the routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) problem. In
Section 5.5, we conduct extensive experiments to evaluate and compare the performance of
the two algorithms on the various objectives mentioned in the chapter including the number
of wavelengths used. In Section 5.6, we summarize the chapter.
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Table 5.1 List of symbols used in the chapter
Symbol Denition
ki number of sessions where node i is a member.
Nmin minimum session size among all the K sessions.
tmin minimum trac demand among all the K sessions.
Si set of sessions where node i is a member (ki = jSij).
Sij set of sessions where both nodes i and j are members.
SiF j set of sessions where member i follows member j immediately in the session's
TLCs.
Pij total number of lightpaths from node i to node j.
P total number of lightpaths in the network (P =
P
i;j Pij).
remij remaining unused capacity on lightpaths from i to j if we place j after i in the
TLCs for all sessions in the set Sij .
lsk;ijAlgx the number of logical hops traversed by the trac stream originating from
member i 2 msk and destined to member j 2 msk according to Algorithm x.
lsk;iAlgx the average number of logical hops traversed by a trac stream originating
from member i 2 msk according to Algorithm x.
lskAlgx the average number of logical hops traversed by a trac stream in session sk
according to Algorithm x.
lAlgx the average number of logical hops traversed by a trac stream in any of the
K sessions according to Algorithm x
eiAlgx the total amount of electronic switching at node i according to Algorithm x.
eAlgx the total amount of electronic switching in the whole network (at all nodes)
according to Algorithm x.
PAlgxmax maximum number of lightpaths incoming or outgoing at a node according to
Algorithm x.
eAlgxmax maximum amount of electronic switching at a node according to Algorithm x.
5.1 Bounds
In this section, we derive bounds on the total number of lightpaths needed to accommodate
a set of many-to-many trac demands. We start by deriving a lower bound that is independent
of any grooming algorithm, and then we derive an upper bound by considering the worst case
scenario where no trac grooming is performed.
5.1.1 A Lower Bound
We derive a lower bound on the number of lightpaths required by considering each node in
the network separately. The minimum number of lightpaths incoming to a node i can be found
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by counting the total trac that this node should receive from all sessions sk where i 2 msk .
Let Si denotes the set of sessions where node i is a member (note that jSij = ki). The total
trac that node i should receive is
P
sk2Si (Nsk   1)tsk . Therefore, at least
P
sk2Si (Nsk 1)tsk
g

lightpaths should be incoming to i in order to receive this trac. Summing for all the nodes
in the network, we obtain a lower bound L on the total number of lightpaths required:
L =
N 1X
i=0
P
sk2Si (Nsk   1)tsk
g

(5.1)
We note that this is just a lower bound on the number of lightpaths and it does not necessarily
yield a feasible solution to the many-to-many trac grooming problem. Next, we obtain an
upper bound on the number of lightpaths required by any many-to-many trac grooming
algorithm.
5.1.2 An Upper Bound
We consider the worst case scenario where no trac grooming is performed between any
two trac streams even within the same session. In this case, each node i will have a direct
lightpath incoming from each of the other Nsk   1 members in the same session sk for all
sessions sk 2 Si. Therefore, the total number of lightpaths P required according to this worst
case scenario is given by:
P =
N 1X
i=0
X
sk2Si
Nsk   1 
N 1X
i=0
X
sk2Si
(Nsk   1)tsk

N 1X
i=0
g
P
sk2Si (Nsk   1)tsk
g

= gL (5.2)
Since this is the worst case scenario, then it serves as an upper bound for any many-to-many
trac grooming algorithm. Hence, we have the following result:
Theorem 6. Any many-to-many trac grooming algorithm with any grooming policy is a
g-approximation algorithm.
Next, we propose two novel approximation algorithms for the many-to-many trac groom-
ing problem in NSTWDM mesh networks.
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5.2 Approximation Algorithms
As we stated before, the general many-to-many trac grooming problem is NP-hard. In
this section, we introduce two novel approximation algorithms for the many-to-many trac
grooming problem in NSTWDM mesh networks.
5.2.1 Algorithm 1
This algorithm is based on transparent lightpath cycles (TLCs) which was introduced in
Section 4.1.2 in Chapter 4 . In the algorithm, we assume that many-to-many sessions are
always provisioned through TLCs. Although the optimality of TLCs was only for certain
special cases (see Section 4.1.2 in Chapter 4), we will show that this assumption generally
gives near-optimal solutions. First, let us assume that each session sk is provisioned throughl
(Nsk 1)tsk
g
m
identically ordered TLCs for sk and ignore inter-session grooming (TLCs in this
case only perform intra-session grooming between members within the same session, see Fig.
4.2.(a) in Chapter 4). In this case, node i will have
l
(Nsk 1)tsk
g
m
lightpaths incoming from each
session sk 2 Si. Hence, the total number of lightpaths P required according to this algorithm
is given by:
P =
N 1X
i=0
X
sk2Si

(Nsk   1)tsk
g


N 1X
i=0
P
sk2Si (Nsk   1)tsk
g

+ ki

= L+
N 1X
i=0
ki (5.3)
The inequality holds due to the fact that
PM 1
m=0 dxme 
lPM 1
m=0 xm
m
+M for any positive
integer M and positive real values x1; x2; :::; xM 1.
Now, lets consider the lower bound L again:
L =
N 1X
i=0
P
sk2Si (Nsk   1)tsk
g


N 1X
i=0
P
sk2Si (Nmin   1)tmin
g

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
N 1X
i=0
P
sk2Si (Nmin   1)tmin
g
=
(Nmin   1)tmin
g
N 1X
i=0
ki (5.4)
Substituting (5.4) in (5.3), we have:
P  L+
N 1X
i=0
ki  L+ Lg
(Nmin   1)tmin
= (1 +
g
(Nmin   1)tmin )L (5.5)
Hence, we have the following result:
Theorem 7. Any many-to-many trac grooming algorithm that assumes that each session
sk is provisioned through
l
(Nsk 1)tsk
g
m
identically ordered TLCs for sk is a 1 +
g
(Nmin 1)tmin
approximation algorithm.
An interesting case is when (Nmin 1)tmin  g where we obtain an approximation ratio of at
most 2. This relatively good approximation ratio is intuitive since when (Nmin   1)tmin  g,
then each session's trac eciently lls at least half of its TLCs. The best approximation
ratio we can obtain is when Nmin = N and tmin = g where we get an approximation ratio of
(1 + 1(N 1)). On the other extreme, when (Nmin   1)tmin is too small (e.g., equals to 1), then
we obtain a 1 + g approximation ratio. This is also intuitive since when (Nmin   1)tmin = 1,
then
l
(Nsk 1)tsk
g
m
TLCs for each session sk may be a signicant waste without inter-session
grooming.
To further improve this algorithm we still assume that each session sk is provisioned throughl
(Nsk 1)tsk
g
m
identically ordered TLCs for sk. However, we now perform inter-session grooming
so that TLCs of dierent sessions may share lightpaths (i.e., lightpaths may groom trac from
dierent sessions and not just trac from dierent members within the same session). The
algorithm performs inter-session grooming as follows. Between each pair of nodes i and j, it
grooms the
P
sk
(Nsk   1)tsk trac units for all sessions sk where i; j 2 msk and member j
follows member i immediately in the session's TLCs. Note that the order of the members in the
TLCs is signicant and must be taken into account to make inter-session grooming ecient.
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We start by assuming that members are ordered randomly in each session's TLCs. Let SiF j
denotes the set of sessions where member i follows member j immediately in the session's
TLCs. The total number of lightpaths P required according to this algorithm is given by:
P =
N 1X
i=0
N 1X
j=0;j 6=i
&P
sk2SiFj (Nsk   1)tsk
g
'

N 1X
i=0
N 1X
j=0;j 6=i
P
sk2Si (Nsk   1)tsk
g

=
N 2X
j=0
N 1X
i=0
P
sk2Si (Nsk   1)tsk
g

= (N   1)L (5.6)
The rst inequality holds since SiF j is a subset of Si. The exchange of the summations in the
second equality is valid since what is inside the inner summation
P
sk2Si (Nsk 1)tsk
g

is indepen-
dent of j. This algorithm so far has an approximation ratio of minfg; 1+ g(Nmin 1)tmin ; N   1g.
A better approximation ratio can be found by making a more intelligent ordering of the mem-
bers in each session's TLCs. We rst order the nodes in the network in a list according to
some criteria (e.g., ascending or descending order). Afterwards, for each session sk, we order
members in the session's TLCs according to the list of ordered nodes. More precisely, we order
members in a session sk TLCs by placing the rst member as the rst node in the list that is a
member in session sk and the second member as the second node in the list that is a member in
session sk and so on until we place all the members. Note that the rst member immediately
follows the last member in the ordered TLCs. Based on this ordering of the members in the
sessions' TLCs, we have the following lemma:
Lemma 8. A node i in Algorithm 1 cannot have direct lightpaths incoming from more than
N  Nmin + 1 other nodes.
Proof. We prove the lemma by proving that the Nmin   2 nodes that immediately follow i in
the list of ordered nodes cannot have direct lightpaths outgoing to i (note that the rst node
in the list immediately follows the last node in the list). To prove this, we consider any node
j in these Nmin   2 nodes. We have two cases for j. Either j comes after i in the list (i.e.,
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between i and the last node in the list) or before i in the list (i.e., between the rst node in
the list and i).
In the rst case when j comes after i in the list, the only way that j could have a direct
lightpath outgoing to i is when i is the rst member in the TLCs for a session and j is the last
one. Since the session size is at least Nmin then there should be at least Nmin   2 other nodes
in the session. Also, since members in the TLCs are ordered according to the list of ordered
nodes, then these Nmin   2 nodes must be between i and j in the list. However, there are at
most Nmin   3 nodes between i and j which makes a contradiction.
In the second case when j comes before i in the list, the only way that j could have a
direct lightpath outgoing to i is when j immediately precedes i in the TLCs for a session. This
prevents all the nodes between j and i in the list (which are at least N   (Nmin   2)   1 =
N  Nmin+1) to be members in the session. Hence, only N   (N  Nmin+1)  2 = Nmin  3
nodes are left to be members in the session. However, since the session size is at least Nmin
then there should be at least Nmin 2 other nodes in the session, which makes a contradiction.
Therefore, the Nmin   2 nodes that immediately follow i in the list of ordered nodes cannot
have direct lightpaths outgoing to i, which means that i cannot have direct lightpaths incoming
from more than N  Nmin + 1 other nodes.
After this ordering of the members in each session's TLCs, between each pair of nodes i
and j, Algorithm 1 grooms the
P
sk
(Nsk   1)tsk trac units for all sessions sk 2 SjF i. The
total number of lightpaths P required by Algorithm 1 is given by:
P =
N 1X
i=0
N 1X
j=0;j 6=i
&P
sk2SiFj (Nsk   1)tsk
g
'
However, from lemma 8, j cannot take more than N   Nmin + 1 values and since SiF j is a
subset of Si, then we have:
P 
N 1X
i=0
N NminX
j=0
P
sk2Si (Nsk   1)tsk
g

=
N NminX
j=0
N 1X
i=0
P
sk2Si (Nsk   1)tsk
g

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1 Algorithm 1. Many-to-Many Trac Grooming: Lightpath Cycles
2 Initialize lists U = ; Y = V; Xsk =  (for all 1  k  K) and counters c1 = 1 and c2 = 0.
3 for each ordered pair of nodes (i; j) do
4 remij = g  
0@ X
sk2Sij
(Nsk   1)tsk
1A%g:
5 if remij = g then
6 remij = 0
7 end
8 end
9 select a node v 2 Y randomly and let U [0] = v.
10 remove v from Y.
11 while Y is not empty do
12 select a node w 2 Y that has the smallest remvw value.
13 U [c1++] = w:
14 remove w from Y.
15 v = w.
16 end
17 for each session sk, 1  k  K do
18 c2 = 0.
19 for i = 0; 1:::; N   1 do
20 if U [i] 2 msk then
21 Xsk [c2++] = U [i].
22 end
23 end
24 end
25 for each ordered pair of nodes (i; j) do
26 Pij=
266666
X
sk2SjFi
(Nsk   1)tsk
g
377777.
27 end
= (N  Nmin + 1)L (5.7)
Therefore, we have the following result:
Theorem 9. Algorithm 1 is a minfg; 1+ g(Nmin 1)tmin ; N Nmin+1g approximation algorithm.
Note that when Nmin = N (i.e., all-to-all communication), then Algorithm 1 guarantees an
optimal solution. On the other extreme when Nmin = 2, then we are back to the minfg; 1 +
g
(Nmin 1)tmin ; N   1g approximation ratio.
Although any order of the nodes in the network will guarantee the above approximation
ratio, Algorithm 1 orders the nodes in a way to make inter-session grooming ecient (the full
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description of the algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1). For each ordered pair of nodes (i; j),
the algorithm computes the remij value (lines 3-8) which represents the remaining unused
capacity on lightpaths from i to j if we place j after i in the TLCs for all sessions in the set
Sij . If this value is low (e.g., close to 0), then placing j after i results in an ecient grooming
of trac into lightpaths. However, when this value is high (e.g., close to g   1), then placing
j after i results in an inecient grooming where lightpaths are low utilized. The algorithm
then orders the nodes in the network in the list U (lines 9-16) according to the remij values
as follows. It selects the rst node v in the list randomly and then places the next node w in
the list as the node with the smallest remvw value and it keeps doing this until it selects all
the nodes in the network. Afterwards, for each session sk, the algorithm orders members in
the session's TLCs in the list Xsk (lines 17-24) as follows. It places the rst member in Xsk as
the rst node in the list U that is a member in session sk and the second member in Xsk as
the second node in the list U that is a member in session sk and it keeps doing this until it
places all the members. Finally, the algorithm computes the total number of lightpaths needed
between each ordered pair of nodes (i; j) to groom the total trac
P
sk
(Nsk   1)tsk from all
sessions sk 2 SjF i (lines 25-27).
5.2.2 Algorithm 2
In this algorithm, a hub node h is chosen from the set of nodes in the network. The trac
between any two members in a many-to-many session is routed as follows. First, the trac is
routed through a direct lightpath from the rst member to the hub and then through a direct
lightpath from the hub to the second member. Note that when the hub is the rst member
then the rst step is not needed and when it is the second member then the second step is
not needed. According to this algorithm, for each node i 6= h to receive all its trac, it needs
dPsk2Si (Nsk 1)tskg e lightpaths incoming from the hub and it needs dPsk2Si tskg e lightpaths
outgoing to the hub to send all its trac. Therefore, the total number of lightpaths P required
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according to this algorithm is given by:
P =
N 1X
i=0;i 6=h
0@2666
X
sk2Si
(Nsk   1)tsk
g
3777+
2666
X
sk2Si
tsk
g
3777
1A

N 1X
i=0;i6=h
2666
X
sk2Si
(Nsk   1)tsk
g
3777+
N 1X
i=0;i6=h
2666
X
sk2Si
(Nsk   1)tsk
g
3777
= 2L (5.8)
Therefore, we have the following result:
Theorem 10. Algorithm 2 is a 2-approximation algorithm.
Note that the optimal way to select the hub node is to select the node h with the largest
dPsk2Sh (Nsk 1)tskg e + dPsk2Sh tskg e value. This minimizes the total number of lightpaths in
the network. The full description of this algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2. The algorithm
rst computes the values of Ii and Oi for all the nodes in the network and selects the hub node
h as the node with the largest Ii +Oi value (lines 3-10). Afterwards, the algorithm computes
the total number of lightpaths needed between each node and the hub and between the hub
and each node (lines 11-14).
5.2.3 Complexity Analysis
Algorithm 1 requires a preprocessing step that constructs the sets Sij . This step requires
visiting all the K sessions for each pair of nodes (i; j), which in total requires O(KN2) time.
Once these sets are constructed, then the remij values can be computed in O(N
2) time (lines
3-8). Afterwards, the list U is constructed in O(N2) time (lines 9-16) and the lists Xsk are
constructed in O(KN) time (lines 17-24). Then, Algorithm 1 needs to construct the the sets
SjF i. This requires visiting all the members in all the lists Xsk for each pair of nodes (i; j),
which in total requires O(KN3) time. Once these sets are constructed, then the Pij values can
be computed in O(N2) time (lines 25-27). This drives the time complexity of Algorithm 1 to
O(KN3). Algorithm 2, on the other hand, requires a preprocessing step that constructs the
sets Si. This step requires visiting all the K sessions for each node i, which in total requires
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1 Algorithm 2. Many-to-Many Trac Grooming: Hub-Based
2 max = 0
3 for i = 0; 1:::; N   1 do
4 Ii =
& X
sk2Si
(Nsk   1)tsk
g
'
.
5 Oi =
& X
sk2Si
tsk
g
'
.
6 if Ii +Oi > max then
7 h = i.
8 max = Ii +Oi.
9 end
10 end
11 for i = 0; 1:::; N   1 (i 6= h) do
12 Pih=Oi.
13 Phi=Ii.
14 end
O(KN) time. Once these sets are constructed, then the Ii, Oi and h values can be computed
in O(N) time (lines 3-10). Afterwards, the Pih and Phi values are computed in O(N) time
(lines 11-14). This drives the time complexity of Algorithm 2 to O(KN).
5.3 Other Objectives
Although the main objective of Algorithms 1 and 2 (minimizing the total number of light-
paths established) translates to an overall objective of minimizing the network cost, it is
important to evaluate the performance of the two algorithms on other important objectives.
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the two algorithms on the number of logical
hops traversed by a trac stream, total amount of electronic switching in the network, and
Min-Max objectives.
5.3.1 Number of Logical Hops
The number of logical hops (i.e., lightpaths) traversed by a trac stream is considered an
important performance metric in optical networks since it reects the number of times the
trac stream undergoes optical-to-electronic (O/E ) conversion which in turn aects the end-
to-end delay. Let lsk;ijAlg1 be the number of logical hops traversed by the trac stream originating
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from member i 2 msk and destined to member j 2 msk according to Algorithm 1. Since such
a trac stream can traverse at most Nsk   1 lightpaths in the TLCs for sk (which have Nsk
lightpaths), then we have the following upper bound:
lsk;ijAlg1  Nsk   1 (5.9)
Let lsk;iAlg1 be the average number of logical hops traversed by a trac stream originating from
member i 2 msk according to Algorithm 1. Note that the number of logical hops to the member
that immediately follows i in the TLCs for sk is one and to the member after it is two until
that last member in the TLCs where the number of logical hops is Nsk   1. Therefore, lsk;iAlg1
can be computed as follows:
lsk;iAlg1 =
1 + 2 + ::::+ (Nsk   1)
Nsk   1
=
(Nsk   1)Nsk
2(Nsk   1)
=
Nsk
2
(5.10)
Note that the value of lsk;iAlg1 is the same for all i 2 msk . Therefore, the average number of
logical hops traversed by a trac stream in session sk according to Algorithm 1 (l
sk
Alg1) is equal
to lsk;iAlg1 for any i 2 msk . Finally, the average number of logical hops traversed by a trac
stream in any of the K sessions according to Algorithm 1 (lAlg1) can be computed as follows:
lAlg1 =
P
sk
lskAlg1
K
=
P
sk
Nsk
2K
(5.11)
Following the same notations for Algorithm 2, we have:
lsk;ijAlg2 =
8>><>>:
2; if i 6= h and j 6= h
1; otherwise
(5.12)
Therefore, we have the following upper bound:
lsk;ijAlg2  2 (5.13)
To compute the values of lsk;iAlg2, we rst consider the case where h 2 msk and i 6= h. In this
case, we have:
lsk;iAlg2 =
1 1 + (Nsk   2) 2
Nsk   1
=
2(Nsk   1)  1
Nsk   1
= 2  1
Nsk   1
(5.14)
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The other two cases is when h =2 msk where we have lsk;iAlg2 = 2 and when h 2 msk and i = h
where we have lsk;iAlg2 = 1. The three cases are summarized as follows.
lsk;iAlg2 =
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
2; if h =2 msk
2  1Nsk 1 ; if h 2 msk and i 6= h
1; if h 2 msk and i = h
(5.15)
To compute the values of lskAlg2, we have two cases. In the rst case where h =2 msk , we have
lskAlg2 = 2. In the second case where h 2 msk , we have:
lskAlg2 =
1 1 + (Nsk   1) (2  1Nsk )
Nsk
=
2(Nsk   1)
Nsk
+
1
N2sk
(5.16)
The two cases are summarized as follows.
lskAlg2 =
8>><>>:
2; if h =2 msk
2(Nsk 1)
Nsk
+ 1
N2sk
; if h 2 msk
(5.17)
Finally, we have:
lAlg2 =
P
sk:h2msk

2(Nsk 1)
Nsk
+ 1
N2sk

+
P
sk:h=2msk 2
K
(5.18)
5.3.2 Total Amount of Electronic Switching
The amount of electronic switching at a node is equal to the total amount of trac that
this node needs to switch in the electronic domain. This is considered an important cost metric
in optical networks since it directly aects the size of the switch at that node. Note that when
a node i 2 msk , then it will receive Nsk   1 trac streams each with tsk trac units from that
session. According to Algorithm 1, this node terminates one of the trac streams, switches
Nsk   2 trac streams and adds its own trac stream of tsk trac units (see Fig. 4.2.(a)
in Chapter 4). Let eiAlg1 and eAlg1 denote the total amount of electronic switching at node i
and the total amount of electronic switching in the whole network (at all nodes) according to
Algorithm 1, respectively. Then, we have the following:
eiAlg1 =
X
sk:i2msk
(Nsk   2)tsk (5.19)
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eAlg1 =
N 1X
i=0
X
sk:i2msk
(Nsk   2)tsk (5.20)
To bound the values of eiAlg1 and eAlg1, we consider the worst case scenario where each of the
K sessions has N members each with trac demand g. In this case, node i has to switch
Kg(N   2) trac units. Therefore, we have:
eiAlg1  Kg(N   2) (5.21)
eAlg1  KgN(N   2) (5.22)
According to Algorithm 2, the only node that performs electronic switching is the hub node h.
Note that a trac that is received at the hub and needs to be delivered to multiple recipients
requires the hub to duplicate this trac and to switch each copy separately. Following the
same notations for Algorithm 2, we have the following:
eAlg2 = e
h
Alg2 =
X
sk:h=2msk
Nsk(Nsk   1)tsk +
X
sk:h2msk
(Nsk   1)(Nsk   2)tsk (5.23)
To bound the value of eAlg2, we consider the worst case scenario where each of the K sessions
has N members each with trac demand g. In this case, node h has to switchKg(N 1)(N 2)
trac units. Hence, we have:
eAlg2 = e
h
Alg2  Kg(N   1)(N   2) (5.24)
5.3.3 Min-Max Objectives
In many situations, it is desirable to minimize the maximum of a certain cost metric
among all the nodes in the network (e.g., minimizing the maximum number of lightpaths
incoming/outgoing at a node or minimizing the maximum amount of electronic switching at
a node). Note that if the objective is just to minimize the total number of lightpaths in the
network, we may end up with a solution where certain nodes have a large number of lightpaths
incoming and outgoing while other nodes have very few. This is generally not desirable since
the rst kind of nodes may be too expensive or impractical to deploy (47).
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First, we consider the maximum number of lightpaths incoming or outgoing at a node
according to Algorithms 1 and 2 (PAlg1max and P
Alg2
max , respectively). Due to the use of TLCs in
Algorithm 1, the total number of lightpaths incoming to a node is equal to the total number
of lightpaths outgoing. Hence, we only focus on the maximum number of lightpaths incoming
at a node which can be expressed as follows:
PAlg1max = maxi
8<:
N 1X
j=0;j 6=i
P
sk:iF j
(Nsk   1)tsk
g
9=; (5.25)
To bound PAlg1max , we consider the worst case scenario where each of the K sessions has N
members each with trac demand g. In this case, we have the following upper bound:
PAlg1max  K(N   1) (5.26)
According to Algorithm 2, the hub h has the maximum number of lightpaths outgoing among
all the nodes in the network, and is equal to:
PAlg2max =
N 1X
i=0;i6=h
2666
X
sk:i2msk
(Nsk   1)tsk
g
3777 (5.27)
To bound PAlg2max , we consider the worst case scenario where each of the K sessions has N
members each with trac demand g. In this case, we have the following upper bound:
PAlg2max  K(N   1)2 (5.28)
Next, we consider the maximum amount of electronic switching at a node according to Al-
gorithms 1 and 2 (eAlg1max and e
Alg2
max , respectively). According to Algorithm 1, the maximum
amount of electronic switching at a node can be expressed as follows:
eAlg1max = maxi
8<: X
sk:i2msk
(Nsk   2)tsk
9=; (5.29)
To bound eAlg1max , we consider the worst case scenario where each of the K sessions has N
members each with trac demand g. In this case, we have the following upper bound:
eAlg1max  Kg(N   2) (5.30)
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According to Algorithm 2, the hub h is the only node that performs electronic switching.
Hence, we have:
eAlg2max = e
h
Alg2 =
X
sk:h=2msk
Nsk(Nsk   1)tsk +
X
sk:h2msk
(Nsk   1)(Nsk   2)tsk (5.31)
To bound eAlg2max , we consider the worst case scenario where each of the K sessions has N
members each with trac demand g. In this case, we have the following upper bound:
eAlg2max = e
h
Alg2  Kg(N   1)(N   2) (5.32)
5.4 Routing and Wavelength Assignment
Once we solve the many-to-many trac grooming problem and determine the set of light-
paths to be established, we can then consider the routing and wavelength assignment (RWA)
problem. In this problem, we need to provision each of the lightpaths on the optical WDM net-
work by determining: 1) the physical route of each lightpath on the optical WDM network, and
2) the wavelength to assign to each lightpath while taking the wavelength continuity constraint
into account. The objective is to minimize the total number of wavelengths used W .
It is to be noted that the RWA becomes completely independent of the fact that we are
studying many-to-many trac once the grooming problem has been solved. In addition to
this, the RWA problem has been extensively studied in the literature and it has been proven
to be NP-complete. Therefore, we use one of the best existing heuristics for the RWA problem
(the LFAP heuristic (46)) which has been shown to use a number of wavelengths that is close
to that of a derived lower bound. For a detail description of the LFAP heuristic, the reader is
referred to (46).
5.5 Numerical Results
In this section, we conduct extensive experiments to evaluate the performance of Algorithms
1 and 2. First, we show that the two algorithms use a number of lightpaths that is signicantly
close to that of the derived lower bound L. Second, we compare the performance of the two
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Figure 5.1 The NJ-LATA Network Topology
algorithms on the several objectives mentioned in the paper including the number of lightpaths,
number of wavelengths, number of logical hops, amount of electronic switching, and Min-Max
objectives.
We consider two sample networks in our experiments. One is the NJ-LATA network (shown
in Fig. 5.1) consisting of 11 nodes and 23 bidirectional links and the USNET (shown in Fig.
4.9 in Chapter 4) consisting of 24 nodes and 43 bidirectional links. We randomly generate K
many-to-many session requests as follows. The size of a session is randomly selected between
[Nmin,N ], while members in a session are randomly selected between [0,N 1]. Trac demand
of members in a session is randomly selected between [1,8]. We study the performance of each
algorithm by varying one of the parameters K, g and Nmin at a time. Fig. 5.2.(a) plots
the number of lightpaths P versus the number of sessions K on NJ-LATA network topology
(g = 32 and Nmin = 2), Fig. 5.2.(b) plots the number of lightpaths P versus the grooming
factor g on NJ-LATA network topology (K = 100 and Nmin = 2), and Fig 5.2.(c) plots the
number of lightpaths P versus the minimum session size Nmin on NJ-LATA network topology
(K = 100 and g = 32). Fig. 5.3.(a) plots the number of lightpaths P versus the number
of sessions K on USNET network topology (g = 32 and Nmin = 2), Fig. 5.3.(b) plots the
number of lightpaths P versus the grooming factor g on USNET network topology (K = 100
and Nmin = 2), and Fig 5.3.(c) plots the number of lightpaths P versus the minimum session
size Nmin on USNET network topology (K = 100 and g = 32).
We can see from the results in Figs. 5.2 and 5.3 that solutions obtained from Algorithms
1 and 2 are signicantly close to the derived lower bound L on a wide range of network
parameters K, g and Nmin. Since the optimal solution lies between the lower bound and the
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Figure 5.2 Number of lightpaths P versus (a): number of sessions K, (b):
grooming factor g, and (c): minimum session size Nmin on the
NJ-LATA topology
best of Algorithms 1 and 2, we conclude that the two algorithms give near-optimal solutions
and that the lower bound L is tight.
Next, we compare Algorithms 1 and 2 in terms of the number of lightpaths required.
Note that the approximation ratio 1 + g(Nmin 1)tmin of Algorithm 1 becomes better than the
2-approximation ratio of Algorithm 2 when (Nmin   1)tmin > g, while it is worst when
(Nmin   1)tmin < g. Hence, the comparison between the two algorithms is dependent on
trac granularities and on the size of many-to-many sessions.
First, we assume that the size of many-to-many sessions is randomly selected between [2,N ]
and we compare the two algorithms by varying trac granularities of sessions in the network.
To make the comparison, we assume a static uniform trac with all sessions in an experiment
having the same trac demand t (e.g., ts1 = ts2 = ::: = tsK = t), where 1  t  g. We generate
50 experiments on the USNET each with 100 many-to-many session requests as follows. The
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size of a session is randomly selected between [2,24], while members in a session are randomly
selected between [0,23]. Given the uniform trac assumption, each of the 50 experiments is
conducted for each value of t = f1; 4; 8; 12; 16; 20; 24; 28; 32; 36; 40; 44; 48; 52; 56; 60; 64g (g = 64)
by each Algorithm. We dene the normalized number of lightpaths as the ratio of the number
of lightpaths P to the lower bound L (P=L) in an experiment. We also dene P=L to be the
average value of all P=L values obtained from the 50 experiments at a particular value of t by
a certain algorithm. The corresponding values of P=L are shown in Fig. 5.4.(a).
Second, we assume that trac demands of sessions are randomly selected between [1,12]
(g = 64) and we compare the two algorithms by varying the minimum session size Nmin.
At each value of Nmin = f2; 4; 6; 8; 10; 12; 14; 16; 18; 20; 22; 24g, we conduct 50 experiments on
the USNET each with 100 many-to-many session requests as follows. The size of a session
is randomly selected between [Nmin,24], while members in a session are randomly selected
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Table 5.2 Comparison between Algorithms 1 and 2 on the objectives l, e,
Pmax, and emax on the NJ-LATA
l e Pmax emax
Algorithm 1 3.3 27,205 78 1,730
Algorithm 2 1.34 25,132 991 25,132
between [0,23]. Trac demand of members in a session is randomly selected between [1,12]
(g = 64). The resulting values of P=L, which is now dened as the average value of all P=L
values obtained from the 50 experiments at a particular value of Nmin by a certain algorithm,
are shown in Fig. 5.4.(b).
After determining the set of lightpaths for each experiment at each value of t (or Nmin) by
each algorithm, these lightpaths are routed and assigned a wavelength according to the LFAP
heuristic (46). We dene W to be the average value of all W values obtained from the 50
experiments at a particular value of t (or Nmin) by a certain Algorithm. The resulting values
of W versus t and versus Nmin are shown in Figs. 5.5.(a) and 5.5.(b), respectively.
Finally, we compare Algorithms 1 and 2 on the other objectives mentioned in the paper.
Let l, e, Pmax, and emax denote the average value of the number of logical hops, total amount
of electronic switching, maximum number of lightpaths incoming/outgoing at a node, and
the maximum amount of electronic switching at a node, respectively for all the 50 experiments
conducted above (at the beginning of this section) on a certain network by a certain algorithm.
Tables 5.2 and 5.3 show the values of l, e, Pmax, and emax on the NJ-LATA and the USNET
networks, respectively using the two algorithms.
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Table 5.3 Comparison between Algorithms 1 and 2 on the objectives l, e,
Pmax, and emax on the USNET
l e Pmax emax
Algorithm 1 6.8 150,920 173 4,268
Algorithm 2 1.4 145,765 5358 145,765
From Figs. 5.4-5.5 and Tables 5.2-5.3, we draw the following conclusions:
 Algorithm 2 is more cost-eective than Algorithm 1 in packing and grooming low gran-
ularity trac (e.g., t  g8), while Algorithm 1 is more cost-eective when trac granu-
larities of sessions are relatively high (e.g., t > g8).
 Algorithm 2 is more cost-eective than Algorithm 1 when the minimum session size
is relatively low (e.g., Nmin  N3 ), while Algorithm 1 is more cost-eective when the
minimum session size is relatively high (e.g., Nmin >
N
3 ).
 Algorithm 2 consumes much more wavelengths than Algorithm 1. The reason is that all
the lightpaths generated by Algorithm 2 are between a certain pair of nodes (nodes and
the hub). This results in a large number of lightpaths routed on the same link (hence,
using a large number of wavelengths). Algorithm 1, on the other hand, distributes the
number of lightpaths among the dierent pairs of nodes in the network through the use
of lightpath cycles. This balances the number of lightpaths to be routed on the same
link resulting in a fewer number of wavelengths used.
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 As expected, trac streams in Algorithm 2 use fewer number of logical hops than traf-
c streams in Algorithm 1, while the total amount of electronic switching by the two
algorithms is almost the same. Algorithm 2 performs poorly with Min-Max objectives
compared to Algorithm 1. This is also expected since the hub node in Algorithm 2 ter-
minates and originates a large number of lightpaths, while Algorithm 1 distributes and
balances the number of lightpaths among the dierent nodes in the network through the
use of lightpath cycles.
5.6 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we derived lower and upper bounds on the number of lightpaths needed to
provision a set of many-to-many trac demands. We also introduced two novel approximation
algorithms for the many-to-many trac grooming problem. Algorithm 1, which is based on
lightpath cycles, has an approximation ratio of minfg; 1 + g(Nmin 1)tmin ; N  Nmin + 1g while
Algorithm 2, which is based on a hub node that collects and distributes trac, has a 2-
approximation ratio. We also evaluated the performance of Algorithms 1 and 2 on three other
objectives besides the number of lightpaths, including the number of logical hops traversed
by a trac stream, total amount of electronic switching, and Min-Max objectives. Through
extensive experiments, we showed that the two algorithms perform closely to the derived lower
bound L. We also compared Algorithms 1 and 2 on the various objectives mentioned in the
paper including the number of wavelengths used.
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CHAPTER 6. DYNAMIC PROVISIONING
6.1 Introduction
In Chapters 3, 4, and 5, we dealt with the static many-to-many trac grooming problem
where many-to-many trac demands are known in advance. Although this is the case in
many optical network scenarios, it is possible in other scenarios that the trac is completely
dynamic and that no information about the trac is known in advance. In these scenarios, it is
important to develop ecient online algorithms to provision the dynamic unpredictable trac.
The objective of these algorithms is to minimize the blocking probability of arriving many-to-
many sessions. A session will be blocked if, according to the online provisioning algorithm, no
sucient network resources are available to provision it. The main two resources in an optical
WDM network are the wavelengths available on each ber link and the higher layer electronic
ports (or transceivers) available at each node in the network.
In this chapter, we address the problem of provisioning and grooming of dynamic many-to-
many trac in optical WDM mesh networks. This problem can be stated as follows. Given the
current network state represented by the optical WDM network topology and the set of free
resources (amount of bandwidth available on existing optical channels, set of free wavelengths
on each link, and number of free transceivers at each node in the network). Also, given an
arriving many-to-many session request with an arbitrary subwavelength trac demand (we
assume all members in the session have the same trac demand), determine: 1) The set of
new optical channels (lightpaths and light-trees) to establish (if any), 2) How to route and
groom the many-to-many session's trac on the optical channels, and 3) The route and the
wavelength to assign to each of the new optical channels (if any) on the optical WDM network.
The objective is to provision the session with the minimum number of new resources used
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in order to minimize the blocking probability of future sessions. We address the problem in
NSTWDM, SHWDM, and SAOWDM networks. In each of the three networks, we propose a
number of dynamic provisioning heuristics and provide extensive experiments to evaluate and
compare their performance.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.2, we formally dene the
dynamic many-to-many trac grooming problem and we introduce the assumptions and no-
tations used in the chapter. In Section 6.3, we introduce a number of heuristic algorithms for
the dynamic many-to-many trac grooming problem in NSTWDM networks. In Section 6.4,
we introduce heuristic algorithms for the dynamic many-to-many trac grooming problem in
splitting networks (i.e., SHWDM and SAOWDM networks). In Section 6.5, we conduct ex-
tensive experiments to evaluate and compare the performance of the proposed heuristics. In
Section 6.6, we summarize the chapter.
6.2 Problem Description
We dene the dynamic many-to-many trac grooming problem as follows. Given:
1. An arbitrary optical WDM network topology, where the optical nodes either do not
support optical splitting (NSTWDM networks) or they fully support optical splitting
with unlimited degree of splitting (SHWDM and SAOWDM networks).
2. The current network state represented by the set of optical channels (lightpaths and
light-trees) that are currently established, the amount of bandwidth available on each of
them, the set of free wavelengths on each ber link, and the number of free transceivers
at each node in the network.
3. An arriving many-to-many session request with an arbitrary subwavelength trac de-
mand (we assume all members in the session have the same trac demand).
Provision the many-to-many session on the optical WDM network with the objective of mini-
mizing blocking probability of future many-to-many sessions. In order to minimize the blocking
probability of future sessions, the provisioning algorithm must provision the session with the
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minimum number of new resources used (bandwidth on existing optical channels, transceivers,
and wavelengths). Note that the provisioning of the session may not include the use of any
new wavelength or transceiver if we can route and groom the session's trac on the existing
virtual topology without adding new lightpaths or light-trees.
Regarding notation, we use notations that are very similar (with only few dierences) to
the ones introduced in Table 3.1 in Chapter 3. For completeness, we repeat all the notations
here. The optical WDM network has an arbitrary topology represented by an undirected
graph G(V;E), with a set of nodes V (N = jV j) and a set of physical links E. Each physical
link e 2 E is composed of two unidirectional bers in opposite directions. The number of
wavelengths per ber is the same among all bers and is denoted by W , the grooming factor
is denoted by g, and the number of transceivers available at each node is the same among all
nodes and is denoted by R. An arriving many-to-many session request is denoted by s with a
set of members ms  V with cardinality Ns = jmsj. Each member in ms has the same trac
demand ts, where 1  ts  g. We also dene Hs = d(Ns   1)ts=ge to be a lower bound on the
number of incoming channels to a member in ms in order to receive the trac from the other
Ns  1 members in the same session. Also, we require that the ts trac units originating from
a member and destined to another member in a session s must not be bifurcated into a set of
lower granularity streams each taking a dierent route on the virtual topology.
6.3 Heuristics for NSTWDM Networks
In this section, we introduce heuristic solutions for the dynamic many-to-many trac
grooming problem in NSTWDM networks. In NSTWDM networks, only lightpaths are sup-
ported. A direct lightpath (that may span multiple physical links) can be established between
any two nodes in the network and it may groom trac from dierent sessions and trac from
dierent members within the same session.
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Figure 6.1 (a): LC for a session s1 where ms1 = fA;B;Cg each
with one trac unit denoted as a1; b1 and c1, respectively
(g = 4;Hs1 = 1). (b): Optimal provisioning of session s2 (while
s1 in service) where ms2 = fB;C;Dg each with one trac unit
denoted as b2; c2 and d2. (c) Alternative non-optimal provi-
sioning of s2 (while s1 in service).
6.3.1 Lightpath Cycles Heuristic (LCH)
The basic idea of this heuristic algorithm is to provision arriving many-to-many sessions
through transparent lightpath cycles (TLCs), which were introduced in Section 4.1 in Chapter
4. An example of a TLC for a many-to-many session s1 with a set of members ms1 = fA;B;Cg
is shown in Fig. 6.1.(a). Note that the TLC for a session s only describes a virtual topology
and it always contains Ns lightpaths regardless of the order of the members and regardless
of the underlying physical topology. In Chapter 4 which dealt with the static many-to-many
trac grooming problem, it was shown that TLCs serve as an optimal virtual topology (in
terms of minimizing the total number of transceivers used) to provision a single many-to-many
session (see Theorem 3 in Chapter 4).
Although Theorem 3 in Chapter 4 is derived for the static many-to-many trac grooming
problem, it is quite useful in the dynamic version of the problem. For example, consider a
network state where there are no sessions in the network and consider an arrival of a many-
to-many session s. Based on Theorem 3 in Chapter 4, the optimal way to provision s with
the minimum number of new resources used is through Hs TLCs for s. Here, we focus on
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1 Algorithm 1. Lightpath Cycles Heuristic (LCH)
input : An arriving many-to-many session request s and the current network state
output: Provisioning of s
2 Separate members in ms into two disjoint sets O and N .
3 order(O):
4 order(N ):
5 for (i = 0; 1:::; jOj   2) do
6 Provision minf(Ns   1)ts; CO[i];O[i+1]g on existing lightpaths between members O[i] and
O[i+ 1] in V T .
7 Establish d((Ns   1)ts   CO[i];O[i+1])=ge new lightpaths between members O[i] and O[i+ 1]
to provision the remaining unprovisioned trac (if any).
8 end
9 for (i = 0; 1:::; jN j   2) do
10 Establish Hs lightpaths between members N [i] and N [i+ 1].
11 if (jOj = 0) then
12 Establish Hs lightpaths between members N [jN j   1] and N [0].
13 end
14 else
15 if (jN j = 0) then
16 Establish Hs lightpaths between members O[jOj   1] and O[0].
17 end
18 else
19 Establish Hs lightpaths between members O[jOj   1] and N [0] and Hs lightpaths
between members N [jN j   1] and O[0].
20 end
21 end
22 end
the number of new transceivers used since the number of new wavelengths used depends on
the routing and wavelength assignment approach used. The way the trac is routed on the
TLCs is as follows. Each member in ms transmits its trac through the Hs identically ordered
TLCs for s until it reaches the member just before it in the TLCs (see Figure 6.1.(a)). Using
this routing strategy, we guarantee two things. First, exactly (Ns   1)ts trac units are
groomed between each pair of consecutive members in the TLCs and therefore Hs lightpaths
are sucient to groom this trac. Second, each member in ms receives the trac from the
other Ns   1 members in the same session. Another useful property of the Hs TLCs is that
it equally distributes the use of new transceivers among all the members in the session. This
is very important in a dynamic environment where resources (i.e., transceivers) are usually
distributed equally among all the nodes in the network.
Although Theorem 3 in Chapter 4 proves the optimality of TLCs in a special case where
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1 Procedure 1. order(X )
2 select a member in X randomly as the current member.
3 while there is at least one unselected member in X do
4 Case 1: X = O
5 select the next member (from the remaining unselected members) as the member
who has the shortest logical distance in V T from the current member.
6 Case 2: X = N
7 select the next member (from the remaining unselected members) as the member
who has the shortest physical distance in G from the current member.
8 current member=next member.
9 end
there are no sessions in the current network state, many-to-many sessions tend to be provi-
sioned through TLCs even in a network state where there are other sessions that are already
provisioned in the network. For example, consider a network state where session s1 in Fig.
6.1.(a) is still in service and a new many-to-many session request s2 with a set of members
ms2 = fB;C;Dg and ts2 = 1 arrives. The optimal provisioning of s2 in terms of the number
of new transceivers used is shown in Fig. 6.1.(b). Note that s2 is also provisioned through a
TLC for s2 (B   C   D   B) and that the TLCs for s1 and s2 share the lightpath B ! C.
More precisely, the lightpath B ! C grooms the two trac units a1; b1 belonging to session
s1 and the two trac units b2; d2 belonging to session s2. Note that the order of the members
in the TLC for s2 is signicant. For example, if the order of the members in the TLC for s2
was B  D C  B instead of B  C  D B, then the two TLCs for s1 nd s2 will not share
a lightpath and we would require six lightpaths instead of ve (see Fig. 6.1.(c)).
In this subsection, we design a heuristic algorithm that assumes that sessions are provi-
sioned through TLCs. More precisely, we assume that each arriving many-to-many session s
is provisioned through TLCs for s where (Ns   1)ts trac units are groomed between each
pair of consecutive members in the TLCs. Based on this assumption, the heuristic needs to
determine two things for each arriving session s: 1) How to order members in the TLCs for s,
and 2) How to provision the (Ns  1)ts trac units between each pair of consecutive members
in the TLCs. The current virtual topology is represented in the heuristic as a directed graph
V T with a set of nodes that includes every node in G that at least has one lightpath incoming
or outgoing. A directed edge from node i to node j exists in V T only if there exists at least one
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lightpath from node i to node j in G. Each edge (i; j) in V T has a capacity Ci;j representing
the remaining capacity on lightpaths from node i to node j in G.
The heuristic (shown in Algorithm 1) orders members in session s by rst separating
the members in ms into two disjoint sets O and N , and then orders each set independently
(lines 2-4). The set O includes members in ms that already exist in the current virtual
topology V T , while the set N includes the remaining members in ms that do not exist in V T .
The heuristic orders members in the O set by minimizing the logical hop distance between
each pair of consecutive members, while it orders members in the N set by minimizing the
physical hop distance between each pair of consecutive members (see Procedure 1). Afterwards,
between each pair of consecutive members in the O set, the heuristic attempts to provision
as much trac as possible out of the (Ns   1)ts trac units using existing lightpaths in
V T (lines 5-6). For the remaining unprovisioned trac (if any), the heuristic establishes
d((Ns 1)ts CO[i];O[i+1])=ge lightpaths between the two members (line 7). Between each pair
of consecutive members in the N set, the heuristic establishes Hs lightpaths to provision the
(Ns   1)ts trac units (line 9-10). Finally, the heuristic completes the cycle for each session
s by connecting the O set and the N set by Hs lightpaths at both ends (lines 11-21). It is to
be noted that all the new established lightpaths in Algorithm 1 (lines 7-21) are routed using
shortest path routing and assigned a wavelength according to rst t wavelength assignment.
6.3.2 Multicast Heuristic (MH)
Note that a many-to-many session s withNs members can be viewed as a set ofNs multicast
sessions each sourced at one of the members and destined to the remaining Ns   1 members
in the same session. Therefore, one approach to provision a many-to-many session s is to rst
break it into Ns multicast sessions, and then provision each multicast session independently.
Multicast trac grooming has been extensively studied in the literature and many heuristic
algorithms have been proposed. A well known heuristic for the dynamic multicast trac
grooming problem is to provision an arriving multicast session on its shortest path tree (SPT).
The description of the heuristic is shown in Algorithm 2. The heuristic rst breaks the many-
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1 Algorithm 2. Multicast Heuristic (MH)
input : An arriving many-to-many session request s and the current network state
output: Provisioning of s
2 for (i = 0; 1:::; jmsj   1) do
3 Let si be a multicast session with source ms[i] and destinations msnms[i].
4 Construct the shortest path tree for si (SPTi).
5 Provision as much trac as possible out of the ts trac units from the source ms[i] to each
of destinations msnms[i] on SPTi using existing lightpaths.
6 For the remaining unprovisioned trac (if any), establish new lightpaths on SPTi using rst
t wavelength assignment.
7 end
to-many session s into Ns multicast sessions and then nds the corresponding SPT for each
multicast session (lines 2-4). Then, for each multicast session, the heuristic tries to provision as
much trac as possible from the source to each of the destinations on the SPT using existing
lightpaths (line 5). Finally, for the remaining unprovisioned trac (if any), new lightpaths are
added on the SPT using rst t wavelength assignment (line 6).
6.3.3 Unicast Heuristic (UH)
Amany-to-many session s withNs members can also be viewed as a set ofNs(Ns 1) unicast
sessions each sourced at one of the Ns members and destined to one of the remaining Ns   1
members. Therefore, one approach to provision a many-to-many session s is to rst break it
intoNs(Ns 1) unicast sessions, and then provision each unicast session independently. Unicast
trac grooming has been extensively studied in the literature and many heuristic algorithms
have been proposed. A well known heuristic for dynamic unicast trac grooming is to provision
an arriving unicast session on its shortest path (SP) from the source to the destination. The
description of the heuristic is shown in Algorithm 3. The heuristic rst breaks the many-to-
many session s into Ns(Ns   1) unicast sessions and nds the corresponding shortest path for
each unicast session (lines 2-5). Then, for each unicast session, the heuristic tries to provision
as much trac as possible on the shortest path using existing lightpaths (line 6). Finally, for
the remaining unprovisioned trac (if any), a new lightpath is added on the shortest path
using rst t wavelength assignment (line 7).
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1 Algorithm 3. Unicast Heuristic (UH)
input : An arriving many-to-many session request s and the current network state
output: Provisioning of s
2 for (i = 0; 1:::; jmsj   1) do
3 for (j = 0; 1:::; jmsj   1; j 6= i) do
4 Let sij be a unicast session with source ms[i] and destination ms[j].
5 Find the shortest path from ms[i] to ms[j].
6 Provision as much trac as possible out of the ts trac units on the shortest path using
existing lightpaths.
7 For the remaining unprovisioned trac (if any), establish a new lightpath on the
shortest path using rst t wavelength assignment.
8 end
9 end
6.4 Heuristics for Splitting Networks
In splitting networks, lightpaths and light-trees can be used to provision many-to-many
sessions. In this section, we introduce heuristic solutions for the dynamic many-to-many trac
grooming problem in splitting networks (SHWDM and SAOWDM networks).
6.4.1 Heuristic for SHWDM Networks
In Chapter 4 which dealt with the static many-to-many trac grooming problem, we have
introduced a heuristic algorithm for SHWDM networks that is based on a hub node that
collects trac from members using lightpaths and then distributes the trac back to the
members using light-trees. In this subsection, we extend the heuristic to the dynamic many-
to-many trac grooming problem. More precisely, for each arriving many-to-many session s,
the heuristic selects a hub node from the session's set of members. Each member besides the
hub transmits as much trac as possible out of its ts trac units to the hub on the shortest
path using existing lightpaths. For the remaining unprovisioned trac (if any), a new lightpath
is added on the shortest path using rst t wavelength assignment (upstream trac). Using
the new technique of network coding, the hub then linearly combines the trac units received
together with its own ts trac units to generate Ns   1 linearly independent combinations.
These combinations must also be linearly independent from each of the original ts trac units
received from the members. Afterwards, the Ns   1 combinations are groomed and delivered
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back to the members on the shortest path tree (SPT) from the hub to the members using
existing light-trees. For the remaining unprovisioned trac (if any), new light-trees are added
on the SPT using t wavelength assignment (downstream trac), see Fig. 1.2 in Chapter 1.
According to this heuristic, each member is guaranteed to recover the original trac units
transmitted by all other members in the same session by linearly combining its own ts trac
units with the received combinations (i.e., solving Ns linearly independent equations). To
perform network coding at the hub, we may need to buer trac units that arrive early until
all trac units from the Ns   1 members arrive. As explained in Chapter 1, an MSPP can
provide this buering.
We propose two simple schemes for selecting the hub for an arriving many-to-many session.
The rst one, most transceivers used (MTU), selects the member with the largest number of
used transceivers. The intuition behind this scheme is to select a member with a large number of
lightpaths and light-trees originating and terminating. This increases the likelihood of nding
existing lightpaths and light-trees to provision the new session's trac. The second scheme,
least transceivers used (LTU), selects the member with the fewest number of used transceivers.
The intuition behind this scheme is to distribute the use of transceivers among all the nodes
in the network, and not to make certain nodes a bottleneck. The description of the heuristic
(which we refer to as the hub-based heuristic (HBH)) is shown in Algorithm 4. The heuristic
rst selects a hub node for the arriving many-to-many session s according to MTU or LTU
(line 2). Then, for each member in s besides the hub, the heuristic nds the shortest path
to the hub and provisions as much trac as possible out of the ts trac units using existing
lightpaths (lines 3-5). Afterwards, for the remaining unprovisioned trac (if any), the heuristic
establishes a new lightpath on the shortest path using rst t wavelength assignment (line 6).
The heuristic then provisions as much trac as possible out of the (Ns 1)ts trac units (linear
combinations) from the hub h to the remaining members on the SPT using existing light-trees
(line 8). Finally, for the remaining unprovisioned trac (if any), the heuristic establishes new
light-trees on the SPT using rst t wavelength assignment (line 9).
The advantage of network coding in the HBH is the reduction of downstream trac for
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1 Algorithm 4. Hub-Based Heuristic (HBH)
input : An arriving many-to-many session request s and the current network state
output: Provisioning of s
2 let h be the hub node for session s selected according to MTU or LTU.
3 for (i = 0; 1:::; jmsj   1;ms[i] 6= h) do
4 nd the shortest path from ms[i] to h.
5 Provision as much trac as possible out of the ts trac units from member ms[i] to hub h
on the shortest path using existing lightpaths.
6 For the remaining unprovisioned trac (if any), establish a new lightpath on the shortest
path using rst t wavelength assignment.
7 end
8 Provision as much trac as possible out of the (Ns   1)ts trac units (linear combinations)
from hub h to the remaining members on the SPT using existing light-trees.
9 For the remaining unprovisioned trac (if any), establish new light-trees on the SPT using rst
t wavelength assignment.
each arriving session s from Nsts to (Ns   1)ts trac units. Therefore, the total number of
transceivers saved for session s equals the total number of light-trees saved (dNsts=ge d(Ns 
1)ts=ge) times the number of transceivers per light-tree (Ns), which is given by the following
equation:
Rsaved(s) = Ns(dNsts=ge   d(Ns   1)ts=ge) (6.1)
6.4.2 Heuristic for SAOWDM Networks
In this heuristic, the ts trac units from each member in an arriving many-to-many session
s are delivered directly to the other Ns   1 members in the same session using a light-tree.
For each member, the heuristic attempts to provision as much trac as possible out of the ts
trac units to the other Ns   1 members using existing light-trees on the shortest path tree
(SPT). For the remaining unprovisioned trac (if any), a new light-tree is added on the SPT.
The description of the heuristic (which we refer to as the all-optical heuristic (AOH)) is shown
in Algorithm 5. For each member in session s, the heuristic rst nds the SPT to all other
members in the same session (lines 2-3). Then, it provisions as much trac as possible out
of the ts trac units on the SPT using existing light-trees (line 4). Finally, for the remaining
unprovisioned trac (if any), the heuristic establishes a new light-tree on the SPT using rst
t wavelength assignment (line 5).
According to this heuristic, trac grooming is only performed when two or more many-to-
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1 Algorithm 5. All-Optical Heuristic (AOH)
input : An arriving many-to-many session request s and the current network state
output: Provisioning of s
2 for (i = 0; 1:::; jmsj   1) do
3 Construct the shortest path tree from ms[i] to msnms[i] (SPTi).
4 Provision as much trac as possible out of the ts trac units from the source ms[i] to each
of destinations msnms[i] on SPTi using existing light-trees.
5 For the remaining unprovisioned trac (if any), establish a new light-tree on SPTi using
rst t wavelength assignment.
6 end
many sessions with the same member set exist in the network at the same time. Otherwise, no
trac grooming is performed. Therefore, we expect this heuristic to be suitable when trac
demands of user sessions almost ll the capacity of a wavelength channel.
6.4.3 Complexity Analysis
The time complexity of the LCH, MH, UH, HBH, and the AOH is dominated by the step
of nding the SP/SPT (that has a time complexity of O(N2)) and the step of performing
rst t wavelength assignment (that has a time complexity of O(W jEj)). These two steps are
repeated for each member in the session which drives the time complexity of the LCH, MH,
UH, HBH, and the AOH to O(N3 +NW jEj).
6.5 Performance Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate and compare the performance of the proposed heuristics for
NSTWDM, SHWDM, and SAOWDM networks. We consider two sample networks in our
experiments. One is the European Optical Network (EON) shown in Fig. 6.2 and the other is
the USNET network shown in Fig. 4.9 in Chapter 4. Many-to-many sessions arrive according to
a Poisson distribution with rate  and they stay in the network for a time that is exponentially
distributed with rate . The capacity of a wavelength channel is OC-48 while the basic unit
of trac is OC-1, and hence the grooming factor is g = 48. The trac demand of members
in a session is uniformly chosen from the set fOC-1; OC-3; OC-9; OC-12; OC-24; OC-36; OC-
48g which represent the recommended rates for OC streams. The number of members in a
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Figure 6.2 EON Network Topology.
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Figure 6.3 Blocking probability comparison between LCH, MH and UH in
NSTWDM networks on the EON network topology (W = 48
and R = 30).
session is uniformly distributed between [2,N ], while a member in a session is randomly selected
between [0,N -1]. The number of wavelengths per ber is set to W = 48 in the EON network
experiments, while it is set to W = 64 in the USNET network experiments. The number of
transceivers at each node is set to R = 30 in the EON network experiments, while it is set to
R = 40 in the USNET network experiments. Finally, the number of sessions in each simulation
run is set to 1000. Figs. 6.3 and 6.4 show the blocking probability of the three heuristics
for NSTWDM networks (LCH, MH and UH) for dierent values of network trac load in
the EON and the USNET networks, respectively. We can see from the gures that the LCH
outperforms both the MH and the UH. This demonstrates the eectiveness of lightpath cycles
in provisioning many-to-many sessions. It also demonstrates that a many-to-many session
better be viewed as a single session rather than a set of multicast or unicast sessions.
Figs. 6.5 and 6.6 show the blocking probability of the three heuristics for splitting networks
(HBH-MTU, HBH-LTU, and AOH) for dierent values of network trac load in the EON and
the USNET networks, respectively. We can see from the gures that the HBH heuristics,
through the novel approach of combining optical splitting and network coding, outperform the
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Figure 6.4 Blocking probability comparison between LCH, MH and UH in
NSTWDM networks on the USNET network topology (W = 64
and R = 40).
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Figure 6.5 Blocking probability comparison between HBH-MTU, HB-
H-LTU, and AOH in splitting networks on the EON network
topology (W = 48 and R = 30).
AOH. We can also see from the gures that the HBH-LTU outperforms the HBH-MTU. The
intuition behind this is that the HBH-LTU distributes the use of transceivers among all the
nodes in the network which avoids making certain nodes a bottleneck. Although the HBH-
MTU better utilizes existing lightpaths and light-trees, it makes certain nodes in the network
a bottleneck which increases the blocking probability.
Next, we compare the performance of the heuristics for NSTWDM networks with the
heuristics for splitting networks. We will show when each of the heuristics is the most suitable
choice for dynamic many-to-many trac grooming. Since the grooming capabilities of the
heuristics are varied, their performance will be dependent on trac granularities of sessions in
the network. Therefore, we should compare them for dierent values of trac granularities.
To make this comparison, we perform eight simulation runs where we x the trac demand
ts of arriving many-to-many sessions in each run to one of the following eight values fOC  
1; OC   3; OC   9; OC   12; OC   24; OC   36; OC   48g, respectively. All other settings of
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Figure 6.6 Blocking probability comparison between HBH-MTU, HB-
H-LTU, and AOH in splitting networks on the USNET network
topology (W = 64 and R = 40).
the eight runs are exactly the same as the settings described earlier at the beginning of this
section and the network trac load of all the runs is xed to 0.5. Figs. 6.7.(a) and 6.7.(b)
compare the blocking probability of the LCH, HBH-LTU and AOH for dierent values of ts
on the EON and the USNET networks, respectively.
We can see from Figs. 6.7.(a)-(b) that the heuristic for NSTWDM networks, LCH, is the
most suitable choice when trac granularities of sessions are relatively low (e.g., ts  g=4).
This is intuitive since lightpaths are more ecient than light-trees in grooming and packing
low granularity trac. This is a result of the point-to-point nature of a lightpath where it is
possible to route many sessions or members with sub-wavelength granularities through it. We
can also see from Figs. 6.7.(a)-(b) that the heuristic for SAOWDM networks, AOH, is the most
suitable choice when trac granularities of sessions are relatively high (e.g., ts  3g=4). This is
also intuitive since when trac granularities of sessions are relatively high, then light-trees are
more ecient than lightpaths since a light-tree from a source to a set of destinations requires
fewer transceivers than a set of lightpaths each from the source to one of the destinations.
Finally, the heuristic for SHWDM networks, HBH-LTU, which uses both lightpaths and light-
trees is the most suitable choice when trac granularities of sessions are in the middle (e.g.,
g=4 < ts < 3g=4).
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Figure 6.7 (a): Blocking probability comparison between LCH, HBH-LTU
and AOH on the EON network (W = 48 and R = 30), (b):
Blocking probability comparison between LCH, HBH-LTU and
AOH on the USNET network (W = 64 and R = 40).
6.6 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we have addressed the dynamic many-to-many trac grooming problem in
optical WDM mesh networks. We have introduced dierent heuristic solutions for the problem
in NSTWDM, SHWDM, and SAOWDM networks. It was shown that the LCH, that is based
on transparent lightpath cycles, outperforms the multicast and the unicast heuristics (MH and
UH, respectively), and that it is the most suitable choice when trac granularities of sessions
are relatively low (e.g., t  g=4). It was also shown that the HBH-LTU, through the novel
use of network coding, is the most suitable choice when trac granularities of sessions lie in
the middle (e.g., g=4 < ts < g=4), and that the AOH is the most suitable choice when trac
granularities of sessions are relatively high (e.g., ts  3g=4).
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CHAPTER 7. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
7.1 Summary
In this dissertation, we addressed the many-to-many trac grooming problem in opti-
cal WDM mesh networks. We introduced and analyzed four dierent network architectures,
namely, NSOWDM, NSTWDM, SHWDM, and SAOWDM networks. First, we developed the
optimal network provisioning for each of the four networks under static trac by formulating
Mixed Integer Linear Programs (MILPs). Then, we introduced lightpath cycles as the optimal
virtual topology for a number of special cases in NSOWDM and NSTWDM networks. Based
on observations from the optimal solution in NSTWDM and SHWDM networks, we restricted
the solution space of the corresponding MILPs to obtain near-optimal solutions in a much
shorter time. Also, based on lightpath cycles, ecient near-optimal heuristic algorithms were
developed for the many-to-many trac grooming problem in NSOWDM and NSTWDM net-
works. In SHWDM networks, we have developed an ecient heuristic algorithm that combines
optical splitting and network coding to provision many-to-many sessions. Through extensive
experiments, we have shown that solutions from the proposed heuristics are very close to their
corresponding optimal solutions.
A major contribution of this dissertation is a comprehensive comparison between the four
WDM networks which revealed that each of the WDM networks is the most cost-eective
choice (in terms of the costs R andW ) for a certain range of trac granularities. For example,
NSOWDM and NSTWDM networks were shown to be the most cost-eective choices when
trac granularities of sessions are relatively low (e.g., t  g=4). On the other hand, SAOWDM
networks were shown to be the most cost-eective choice when trac granularities of sessions
are relatively high (e.g., t  3g=4). Finally, SHWDM networks were shown to be the most cost-
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eective choice when trac granularities of sessions lie in the middle (e.g., g=4 < t < 3g=4).
Another main contribution of this dissertation is the derivation of lower and upper bounds
on the number of transceivers needed and the development of two novel approximation algo-
rithms in the NSTWDM network case. The rst algorithm is based on transparent lightpath
cycles (TLCs) and has an approximation ratio of minfg; 1+ g(Nmin 1)tmin ; N 1g, and the second
algorithm is based on a hub node that collects and distributes trac and has a 2-approximation
ratio. We also derived bounds and evaluated the performance of the two algorithms on three
other important objectives besides the number of transceivers, including the number of logical
hops traversed by a trac stream, total amount of electronic switching in the network, and
Min-Max objectives.
A nal contribution of this work is the development of online provisioning algorithms for
the dynamic many-to-many trac grooming problem in NSTWDM, SHWDM, and SAOWDM
networks. The objective of these provisioning algorithms is to minimize blocking probabilities
of arriving many-to-many sessions. The performance of the heuristics proposed in NSTWDM
networks demonstrated the eectiveness of lightpath cycles in provisioning many-to-many ses-
sions. It also demonstrated that a many-to-many session better be viewed as a single session
rather than a set of multicast or unicast sessions. Finally, similar to the static version of the
problem, a comprehensive comparison between the heuristics for NSTWDM, SHWDM and
SAOWDM networks revealed that each of the networks is the most suitable choice, in terms
of minimizing blocking probability, for a certain range of trac granularities.
7.2 Future Work
We plan to extend the contributions of this dissertation in a number of directions:
 We plan to address the asymmetric many-to-many trac grooming problem where mem-
bers within the same session may have dierent trac demands. This problem is more
challenging than the symmetric one addressed in this dissertation and it makes the anal-
ysis more dicult. It is to be noted that the analysis and theorems provided in this
dissertation cannot be directly applied to the asymmetric case. However, we believe that
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they provide initial, but important insight into the problem and they make the analysis
and the derivation of new theorems feasible. Another important challenge in the asym-
metric version of the problem is the diculty of the application of network coding in
the SHWDM network since the trac combined at the hub node from dierent members
within the same session may not have the same granularity. Due to all these new chal-
lenges, we believe that the asymmetric many-to-many trac grooming problem is a new
and a dierent research problem that we plan to address in our future work.
 We plan to address the problem of designing and provisioning of optical WDM networks
in the general case where session requests are a mix of unicast, multicast, many-to-one,
and many-to-many. Although the problem has been addressed for each of these trac
types separately, the problem of addressing all trac types together is a new and an
interesting research problem. Relying on the solutions proposed for each of these trac
types separately may result in a poor solution for the combined problem. Therefore,
developing ecient provisioning strategies that consider all trac types is an important
new research problem.
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